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I Saw it Coming…
The following is an excerpt from my
Spring editorial: “…There is a caveat about
the cover story I would like to point out. As
it says in the story ‘Historical “overviews,”
by their very nature, run the risk of “offending by omission,”’ so please accept my
sincere apology if your favorite female aviator isn’t mentioned…” And, sure enough I
made a major faux pas, which was pointed
out in an e-mail sent to Bud Traynor shortly
after the Spring A/TQ was published –
Dear Bud:
I never thought that you would forget
the heroism of Flight Nurse [Regina] Aune
on the C-5 in recovering the babies at the
site of the crash in Viet Nam. She received
the nation’s highest award for lifesaving,
yet she is not mentioned at all in your article on women in aviation. I hope that
you will print a correction for the record to
recognize her valor.  Thanks.
General (Ret.) P.K. Carlton
Former Commander,
Military Airlift Command
General Carlton is absolutely right – the
article should have included Colonel Aune’s
story – any article about “The Women of Air
Mobility” should. While a lieutenant in the
spring of 1975, flight nurse Regina Aune became the first and only woman to receive
the Cheney Award, recognizing an act of
valor “in a humanitarian interest performed
in connection with aircraft.” She did it saving orphans during “Operation Babylift.”
Following the crash landing of a C-5 during the Operation, Aune and other crew
members waded again and again through
the mud to hovering helicopters, carrying
terrified children. Finally, unable to go on,
she staggered toward an approaching officer. She managed to stand straight and said,
“Sir, I request to be relieved of my duties
since my injuries prevent me from carrying
on.” She then passed out. Later, at a Saigon
hospital, it was discovered that, in addition
to a broken foot, she had a fractured leg and
a broken bone in her back. Despite her injuries she had helped carry 149 children to
safety.
Simply explained, I was trying to highlight women who had not received much,
if any, recognition in the pages of A/TQ
– both Colonel Aune and “Operation Babylift” have been covered by the magazine on
several occasions, including in Volume 13,
Number 2, Spring 2005, “Operation Babylift,” Pages 6-13 and the Fall 2007 Convention edition (as a member of the AE Legacy
Team) – however, the omission of Colonel
Aune’s story was a glaring oversight, for
which I apologize.
I thank General Carlton for pointing out the
omission and am humbled that he pays such
close attention to the magazine’s content.

Chairman’s

COMMENTS
This summer issue of the A/TQ focuses on the men and women
of our Special Operations forces. They provide our Nation with
extraordinary and unique capabilities.
The warriors of the Air Force Special Operations Command
(AFSOC), as part of the U.S. Special Operations Command
(SOCOM), offer us all an unrivaled spectrum of agility, speed,
flexibility, and precision lethality, and non-lethal options. Collectively, AFSOC men and women, through their dedication, skill,
and heroism, elevate what would already be an extremely effective
“national security toolbox” to levels that do not exist elsewhere
on this planet. AFSOC’s capabilities can be brought to bear before,
during, and even after conflict – or in no conflict at all. Moreover,
Gen Walter Kross
Special Operators provide us these capabilities in scope and qualUSAF, Ret
ity far disproportionate to their numbers.
In preparing to write this column, I visited Lt General Donnie Wurster, Commander of
AFSOC. Gen. Wurster has an initiative to leverage the distinctive and valuable elements of
our Airlift Tanker Association for his AFSOC men and women. By this he means our professional convention seminars, our Mobility Air Forces (MAF) culture, and our globally-based
membership. I would also include our extraordinary convention dynamic based on Total
Force air mobility energy and professionalism. General Wurster plans to personally brief an
AFSOC-centric seminar this year. (Do I see an AFSOC crud challenge here?)
AFSOC is indeed both a Combat Air Force (CAF) and a Mobility Air Force. AFSOC has imbedded air mobility, and it taps external air mobility as a force multiplier. Many AFSOC men
and women share airlift and tanker core competencies and move between MAFs throughout
their careers. And A/TA recognizes AFSOC superior performers as A/TA award winners at
our annual conventions each year.
How appropriate that our Hall of Fame Recipient this year is Major General Robert B. Patterson, former Commander of 23rd Air Force and AFSOC – the bedrock on which today’s
AFSOC was established.
So a hearty A/TA salute and sincere expression of admiration and gratitude to all the men
and women of Air Force Special Operations Command serving around the world.
A few words on this year’s A/TA Convention in Anaheim, CA – all preparations are proceeding on track. I close by giving special thanks to the volunteers who work so tirelessly
all year so we can enjoy this unique “convening,” which is really the fruits of their unselfish
efforts. Still, these volunteers have lots yet to do. And we are nailing down a premier slate of
speakers worthy of A/TA’s high standards – including a surprise Keynote speaker.
See you in Anaheim.
Walt Kross, Acting Chairman

Collin R. Bakse, editor
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Secretary’s Notes

President’s

MESSAGE
Hooah air mobility warriors! Thanks for your continued dedication to our great nation.
The national board recently held our quarterly board meeting in
conjunction with the 15 Year Anniversary of the first C-17 delivery
to Charleston AFB, SC. The weekend began with a golf tournament
sponsored by the 17th Airlift Squadron and social that evening
with the highlight of listening to comments from BGen (Ret) Tom
Mikolajcik, the 437th Airlift Wing Commander fifteen years ago.
We are truly blessed to see General Tom continue to lead and serve
as an inspiration to us all! Personally, it was a very special event
to attend as I was the “in the seat” working for General Mikolajcik
fifteen years ago as the Chief C-17 Loadmaster of the 437th Airlift
CMSgt Mark Smith
Wing. We are grateful for General Mikolajcik’s continued dedicaUSAF, Ret
tion and service to our nation.
On Saturday, a distinguished panel of General Officers commanded the stage to
discuss C-17 operations past and present. The general officer panel was moderated by
retired Chief of Staff and former A/TA Chairman, Gen Ron Fogelman. The panel members
included Gen Norton “Norty” Schwartz, Commander of U.S. Transportation Command
and Chief of Staff designee; Lt Gen Christopher Kelly, Vice commander of Air Mobility
Command; Maj Gen “Rusty” Findley II, Director of Strategy, Plans and Policy at U.S.
Central Command and the incoming AMC Vice Commander; retired Gen Walt Kross,
USTRANSCOM & AMC Commander and acting A/TA Chairman; retired Gen Tom Ryan,
Commander in Chief, Military Airlift Command; and retired Lt Gen John Sams, 15th
Air Force Commander. Over 300 Team Charleston members enjoyed a lively and spirited
discussion from all panel members.
At the end of the panel discussion, General Schwartz noted the outstanding work you are
performing in the field and on the ramp for our country, challenges to the MAF, and his
confidence in our Air Force and AMC’s mission. These words served as a great pre-brief for
our upcoming national convention, “Air Mobility - from Berlin to Baghdad and Beyond”!
I would also like to extend my gratitude to the 437th Airlift Wing Commander - Colonel
John “Red” Millander, Major Nathan Howard, Major Laura Radley, Captain Matthew Tinker,
MSgt Barry Moorefield, Ms Rose Alexander and many others from the Low Country Chapter
for their gracious hospitality during our stay at Charleston. Thanks for a great weekend and
sponsoring our board meeting and visit.
So – we are off running with planning a great 2008 A/TA Convention in November. Although our association and convention attendance continues to grow, we remain committed to maintaining a quality symposium program and air mobility family atmosphere at our
convention. We look forward to seeing you at the Marriott and Hilton hotels in Anaheim,
California…keep those cards, letters (and registrations) coming!
In closing, many air mobility forces remain deployed serving our country. Our prayers
and support are always with you and your family. God bless you all.
Cabin Report…Secure!

MARK YOUR CALENDARS!

2008 A/TA Convention & Symposium
November 6-9
Marriott/Hilton, Anaheim, California
Registration Form on Page 28.

We had a great meeting in Charleston in
June. Not only did the Board cover a lot of
business, but we were able to participate in
Charleston’s C-17 15-year anniversary celebration as well. Thank you, Team Charleston – we know it
was a busy time
for you, and you
could not have
been more hospitable.
Our next board
meeting will be
at Selfridge with
the Great Lakes
Chapter, 15-16
August – the first
Carol Mauchline
time we have ever
had a Board meeting at one of the Guard
bases!
The convention at Anaheim is rapidly
approaching and it promises to be fantastic. On-line registration is open, so log on
to our website (www.atalink.org) to check
your membership status and register.
Carol

When did you last
update your
membership info?
It’s Easy!
Simply go to
www.atalink.org –
Click “Membership”
and scroll down to near
the bottom of the page –
Click the link “check your
membership status” –
Log-in using your first
name, last name and
SSN final 4 –
Update your info!

That’s It!
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Association

ROUND-UP
Call for Hall of Fame Nominations
Now is time to be thinking about nominating a candidate for the 2009 Airlift/
Tanker Association Hall of Fame (A/TA
HOF) Award that identifies and recognizes
an outstanding Airlift/Tanker individual or
group whose sustained legacy of achievement distinguished them in outstanding
performance to the Air Mobility mission.
The A/TA HOF was established in October 1988 to honor those individuals who
have made significant contributions to the
advancement of Air Mobility. Upon selection and induction into the A/TA Hall
of Fame, a bronze bust of the inductee is
placed in the Mobility Memorial Park at
Scott Air Force Base, IL.
When individual(s) or a group is selected, the induction and award ceremony will
occur during the next annual A/TA Convention. Note: The nominating chapter,
industry leader, advisory board member,
or A/TA member submitting the selected
individual(s) will be recognized at the annual convention and will be given priority seating at the HOF Banquet. Normally,
one inductee is selected into the HOF each
year. Under special circumstances, two individuals may be inducted into the Hall of
Fame during one calendar year when approved by the selection board.
Administrative Criteria:
Nominees cannot be on active service
with any branch of the government. Retired military personnel are eligible after a
period of five years from their official date
of retirement. Civilian personnel are eligible. Selection may be posthumous.
Achievement Related Criteria:
A minimum of 4 years service directly
promoting the air mobility mission. One or
more noteworthy accomplishments. A significant contribution to the advancement
of air mobility. Demonstrated superior and
sustained performance resulting in a legacy of achievement which fundamentally
changed the status quo in a significant way
thus enhancing the air mobility mission,
culture, and history.
Nomination Package:
Cover Letter: Nominating letter from
the A/TA Chapter, Industry, A/TA Board
of Advisors, or Airlift/Tanker Association



member noting highlights of the individual or group achievements
Narrative: A description of the achievement-related criteria
Biography: Details of the individual or
group’s career
Nomination Procedures:
Chapters, Industry, A/TA Board of Advisors and A/TA members at large may submit nomination packages for consideration
into the Hall of Fame. Previous nominees
are eligible and will be reevaluated each
year. The A/TA President is responsible for
maintaining the repository of nominees.
The A/TA President has the responsibility to
convene and chair a HOF Award Nomination Committee meeting prior to the A/TA
Winter Board Meeting. The awards nomination committee will be responsible for
identifying and recommending nominees
for induction into the A/TA Hall of Fame.
The awards nomination committee can
consist of current A/TA Board Members,
A/TA Board of Advisors, A/TA Historian,
AMC Historian, the past A/TA Chairman
and/or President, or other A/TA members.
The awards nomination committee will
evaluate the proposed nominees to ensure
the nominees meet the administrative and
achievement related criteria and rank order and forward the eligible packages to
the A/TA Awards Selection Board.
The A/TA Awards Selection Board will
be chaired by the A/TA Chairman and will
consist of the elected A/TA Board of Officers. The Board of Officers will select the
Airlift Hall of Fame inductee during a session at the A/TA Winter Board Meeting.
Don’t Put It Off Too Long
A letter/email from the A/TA Secretary
to all Airlift/Tanker Association Chapter
Presidents and Board of Advisors soliciting nominees for the Airlift/Tanker Hall of
Fame will be sent out no later than then 30
November, and HOF nominations should
be submitted to the A/TA President, Mark
A. Smith, (1419 Arboretum Drive, Chapel
Hill, NC 27517) between this coming November and next February. See the Association website for more information and
milestones (www.atalink.org).

Get that nomination package
started now!
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Low Country Chapter
The Low Country Chapter at Charleston AFB, SC, hosted the A/TA Board of
Officers Spring Board Meeting on 13-14
June, in conjunction with the base’s
special C-17 15th Anniversary celebrations in honor of the delivery of the
“Spirit of Charleston,” the first operational C-17A, to the 17th Airlift Squadron on 14 June 1993.
The Spring A/TA Board Meeting was
the first for Acting Chairman Gen. Walter Kross, USAF ret., who assumed the
chairmanship upon the resignation of
Gen. Ron Fogleman, USAF ret., due to a
possible conflict of interest with his role
as a consultant for the Boeing Company
regarding the KC-X tanker competition.
On the 13th the board members participated in the Team Charleston C-17 15th
Anniversary Celebration Golf Tournament in the morning, held an afternoon
session of the quarterly board meeting
and attended an evening 15th Anniversary Social and C-17 Tribute along with base
personnel and Charleston civic leaders.
On the morning of the 14th, several
A/TA general officer members attended a
General Officer Breakfast and participated
in a General Officer Panel discussion on
the development, procurement and operational use of the C-17. General Ronald
R. Fogleman, USAF ret., spearheaded the

panel discussion. The panel consisted
of active duty generals: General Norton
Schwartz, commander USTRANSCOM;
LtGen Christopher A. Kelly, vice commander, Air Mobility Command; Major
General Vern M. “Rusty” Findley II, director, Strategy, Plans and Policy, Headquarters U.S. Central Command; and, retired
Air Force generals: General Walter Kross;
General Thomas M. Ryan, Jr.; and, LtGen
John B. Sams, Jr.
In the afternoon the board concluded the Spring board meeting, and that
evening several board meeting attendees stayed on to attend the 17th Airlift
Squadron’s “Moose Stomp” Dining-Out
and witness the induction of A/TA President CMSgt. Mark Smith, USAF ret.,
and Lt. Gen. Michael W. Wooley, USAF
ret., into the squadron’s “Moose Stomp”
Hall of Fame.

A/TA President Inducted Into the 17th Airlift Squadron “Moose Stomp” Hall of Fame
by Collin R. Bakse, editor, A/TQ
Flag Day 2008, 14 June, was exceptionally special for retired CMSgt Mark Smith,
President of the Airlift/Tanker Association, when he and retired LtGen Michael
Wooley were inducted into the 17th Airlift
Squadron “Moose Stomp” Hall of Fame
during a Squadron Dining-Out held at the
Embassy Suites Hotel in Charleston, SC.
The 17th Air Squadron “Moose Stomp,”
initiated in 2007, honors outstanding individuals strongly devoted to the 17th AS
and U.S. Air Force. All members, past and
present, except the current commander,
are eligible for induction into the Hall of
Fame. The recipients are selected by the
squadron leadership based on selfless dedication, professionalism and “continuing
demonstration of Moose Excellence.”
Chief Smith was honored primarily
for his roles as the C-17 System
Program Office (SPO) Project Loadmaster and Chief
Loadmaster of the 437th
Airlift Wing, implementing C-17 initial squadron
operations. LtGen Wooley
was honored as a former commander of the 17th Airlift Squadron, know affectionately as “The
Triple-A Moving Company,” which
reflects the squadron’s motto:
“Anything, Anywhere, Anytime.”
The formal gala was attended
by several A/TA members, including the current Acting
Chairman, General Walter
Kross, former Chairman
MGen Bob Patterson, myself, Board of Advisor members SMSgt Regina Hoctor,
and retired Chief Dave
Pelletier and his wife
Evelyn, Doug Lynch
and his wife Christine,
along with squadron
members and area civic leaders. Attendees
special to Chief Smith included Mr. Bryce
Mannen, his supervisor at JBT AeroTech
(formerly FMC Technologies); a former
commander of the 437th Airlift Wing, retired BGen Steve Roser and his wife Linda;

his best friend, a former loadmaster superHall of Fame, and I thought he did a good
intendant of the 17th Airlift Squadron,
job recognizing everyone from his best
retired SMSgt Joe Philfriend to his boss.
lips and his wife Su“I think this dinsan; and, especially his
ing out will give me
two children, James,
a different view on
age 13, and Molly, age
what the social side
10. Since Chief Smith
of the military is like,
retired from the Air
and I will remember
Force when the two
it forever.”
Chief
were quite young, the
Smith’s
“Moose Stomp” was
daughter Molly said,
their first real experi“I loved the “Moose
ence with their father
Stomp”! The grog
in conjunction with a
bowl, the food, the
military event.
video, and the speechFollowing the event,
es, and one of my faJames and Molly were A/TA President, retired CMSgt Mark Smith vorites, banging my
asked
to (R), his son James and daughter Molly, at the spoon on the table, it
comment 17th Airlift Squadron “Moose Stomp” Din- was all amazing.
on their ing-Out and Hall of Fame ceremony, 14 June
“I loved watching
impres- 2008. (A/TA photo by Collin Bakse).
my dad give probably
sions of the evening. Chief
one of the most important speeches of his
Smith’s son James said, “I
lifetime. It was outstanding and I liked being
enjoyed the “Moose Stomp”
there and learning more about his commitvery much. It was my first miliments to the Air Force! And I know that it was
tary dining out, and it was a
REALLY important to him that I was there.
“Like I said before, my dad’s speech
new experience for me. It also
helped me realize what an amazwas great. I personally think it was reing impact my father made on the
ally cool how he could take a couple of
17th Airlift Squadron and the Cnotecards and make his speech run so
17 program itself.
smoothly. If I was up there with a few
“The evening was filled
jotted-down notes, I would stammer
with great moments from
and not know what to say next! I was
slamming my spoon on the
interested in his non-boring speech!
table to watching all those
“I think the event will have a long-lastpeople drink from the grog
ing impression on me because if someone
bowl, but I would have to
comes up to me and says: “I’ve heard you
say that my favorite part
know Mark Smith! He’s in the Hall of
was watching my dad acFame!”…I’ll be able to say: “Yeah! I was
cept that trophy and seeing
there when my Dad got the award!” I bethe look on his face because
lieve that he deserved that award and I will
I knew it meant the world to
remember that day for the rest of my life.”
him.
As for me, I felt honored to be there
“My dad’s acceptance
to witness Mark being recognized for his
speech was very powerful,
outstanding contributions to the U.S Air
and heartfelt. It also was special for me to
Force, however, the evening did hold one
be recognized during the speech. That was
disappointment for me – Mark wasn’t revery neat to me. He tried to mention everyquired to make a trip to the grog bowl.
one who helped him on the way to being
Congratulations again Mark. You truly
inducted into the 17th Airlift Squadron
deserve the recognition.

Doug Lynch Volunteers to Take the Stick as A/TQ Business Manager
In keeping with the A/TA’s spirit of volunteerism, Doug Lynch, who has worked
behind the scences with Bob Dawson for
many years helping to plan exhibit space
at the Association’s annual Convention &
Symposium, recently volunteered to take
on job of managing the advertising duties
for A/TQ as the quarterly magazine’s new

Business Manager.
Doug takes over the position this summer from the capabable hands of Nick McCollough, who has been in the business
manager position since the spring of 1997.
Nick was presented the 2006 A/TA President’s Award at the A/TA Convention in
Orlando, Florida, for his professiionalism

and dedication to the job and the Airlift/
Tanker Association.
The Board of Officers and the A/TQ staff
present a snappy salute and extend a warm
and sincere “Thank You” to Nick for his
many years of service to the organization,
and offer a hearty “Welcome to the Left
Seat” to Doug Lynch.
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“Six-and-a-half years into the War on Terror, we

have a better idea of what we’re up against – about
the strategies and thinking that we must pursue for
many years if we are to prevail in this long war. And
special ops will, as it has been, continue to be front
and center…”
—Secretary of Defense Robert M. Gates, May 21, 2008
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“AFSOC has a long proud history. Legendary Air Commando
commitment rises from a heritage of immeasurable sacrifices
made across generations by strong, committed people. ‘Air
Commando’ is not a job title. AFSOC is a relatively small family
- and our people become known by their heart, their decisions
and their deeds.”
—LtGenl Donald Wurster,
Commander, Air Force Special Operations Command
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Special Ops in World War II in North Africa and Europe
Taking the Fight to the Skies
In the European theater of operations, regular Army Air Force
In March 1916, only eight years after the U.S. Army Signal Corps,
(AAF) units were used to conduct special operations in high-threat
at the direction of President Theodore Roosevelt, had entered into
areas under the direction of the Office of Strategic Services (OSS)
a contract with the Wright Brothers for a “Heavier-than-air Flying
and British Intelligence Service.
Machine,” the United States placed a “tactical air unit” in the field
The earliest AAF special operations involved the Special Flight
for the first time.
Section of the 12th Air Force’s 5th Bombardment Wing in North
On March 9, 1916, the Mexican revolutionary, Pancho Villa,
Africa. In October of 1943,
had crossed the international border with more than 500 men
this small, ad hoc unit operatand raided Columbus, New Mexico, killing 17
ed highly modified and misAmericans. The next day,
sion-unique B-17, B-24, and
Brig. Gen. John J. Pershing
B-25 bombers from North
was directed to organize a
Africa into France and othforce to protect the border
er parts of occupied Europe.
and the 1st Aero Squadron,
The Special Flight Section
commanded by Capt. B.D.
later became known as
Foulois, was ordered to join
the 885th Bombardment
Pershing’s “Punitive ExpeSquadron and flew B-24s
dition” at Columbus. The
out of Brindisi, Italy.
squadron departed on March
Along with conven13 from Fort Sam Houston at
tional AAF troop carrier
San Antonio, Texas, where it
units, the special ophad been stationed since Noerations transports and
vember 1915, and arrived at
bombers flew 3,769 sucColumbus two days later.
cessful sorties into the
At the time the 1st Aero SquadBalkans (79 percent
ron joined General Pershing’s
to Yugoslavia). They
forces, it consisted of 11 officers,
84 enlisted men and one civilian
A Curtiss JN3 “Jenny” being readied for the search for Poncho Villa during dropped 7,149 tons of
mechanic. The squadron had a toGen John J. “Blackjack” Pershings “Punitive Expedition” in 1916. (AAC photo) supplies to resistance
groups while C-47s
tal of eight Curtiss JN3 airplanes,
landed 989 times behind enemy lines, bringing in another 1,972
affectionately known as “Jennys,” which were already “well-used”
tons. These special operations units also assisted in the evacuation
before arriving on the border. A forward base was established in
of thousands of Allied airmen and wounded partisans between
northern Mexico at Colonia Dublan, and during the last part of
1944-1945.
March 1916, the 1st Aero Squadron began making reconnaissance
The largest AAF special operations effort in Europe was conflights to locate Pancho Villa and his forces – arguably the first use
ducted by the 801st Bombardment Group, nicknamed the “Carof aerial “special operations” in U.S. military history.
petbaggers,” based in England. The Carpetbaggers specialized in
Meanwhile, half way around the globe, as World War I was raging
the delivery of supplies, agents, and leaflets behind enemy lines
across Europe, Africa and the Middle East, the use of aircraft as effecusing highly modified, mission-unique, B-24s painted black.
tive weapon systems were also coming of age. The British successPrior to and during Operation OVERLORD, the 801st BG and
fully employed air power in support of Colonel T. E. Lawrence in his
African based units dropped specially trained three-man Jedburgh
Palestine campaign. Lawrence used his aircraft in a similar manner
teams behind enemy lines in France. Once in place, the Jedburgh
as did Pershing, however, he expanded air power’s role to include
teams coordinated Free French and partisan “Maquis” operations.
visual reconnaissance of enemy movement of men and supplies to
Special operations crews became proficient in night, low-level,
strategic locations, and to attack Turkish communications.
long-range navigation and flying, often conducted in poor weather
Early experiences like these proved the worth of airplanes in
and in mountainous terrain.
combat and provided the foundation for the use of aircraft in “speDuring early June 1944, the Carpetbaggers dropped six teams
cial operations.” And, as with most other technologies, aircraft uninto strategic locations in Brittany, France, where they relayed vital
derwent many improvements during World War I.
intelligence data critical to the success of the invasion of NormanEarly war aircraft were not much different in design from the
dy. Later, Carpetbaggers airlifted fuel to facilitate General Patton’s
original Wright Flyer. While early air spotters were unarmed, they
armored drive out of France and into Germany.
soon began firing at each other with handheld weapons and even
throwing spears. An arms race commenced, quickly leading to inWorld War II in the Pacific
creasingly agile planes equipped with machine guns. A key innoIn August 1943, General Henry H. “Hap” Arnold met with Britvation was the interrupter gear, a German invention that allowed
ish Admiral Lord Louis Mountbatten to discuss plans for American
a machine gun to be mounted behind the propeller so the pilot
air support of British commando expeditions in the China-Burmacould fire directly ahead, along the plane’s flight path.
India theater of operations. General Arnold coined the term “air
As the stalemate developed on the ground, with both sides
commando” to honor Lord Mountbatten.
unable to advance even a few miles without a major battle and
After the meetings, Gen Arnold directed veteran fighter pilots
thousands of casualties, planes became greatly valued for their role
Lieutenant Colonels Philip G. Cochran and John R. Alison to build
gathering intelligence on enemy positions and bombing the enea self-reliant composite fighting force to support British Brigadier
my’s supplies behind the trench lines. Large planes with a pilot and
General Orde C. Wingate and his “Chindits” on long-range penan observer were used to reconnoiter enemy positions and bomb
etrations into Burma against the Japanese. By March 1944, this
their supply bases. Because they were large and slow, these planes
force was designated the 1st Air Commando Group (1st ACG).
made easy targets for enemy fighter planes. As a result, both sides
These air commandos flew over hazardous mountains and junused fighter aircraft to both attack the enemy’s observer planes and
gles to find and resupply the highly mobile British ground forces
protect their own.
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in hostile territory. From these missions, the 1st ACG earned its
motto of “Any Place, Any Time, Any Where” -- a variation still
used today.
The 1st ACG’s success eventually led to the creation of two more
air commando groups, the 2nd and 3rd ACGs.
Air commandos in the Pacific performed a variety of conventional and unconventional combat and support missions deep
behind enemy lines. They used an array of aircraft including C47 transports, P-51 and P-47 fighters, B-25 bombers, UC-64 utility
aircraft, and a glider force of CG-4As and G-5s, augmented by R-4
helicopters. Air commandos are credited with the first combat aircrew rescue by helicopter, and the first combat use of air-to-ground
rockets. They destroyed multiple ground targets and shot down a
number of enemy aircraft.
Enlisted pilots were an essential part of the 550-man force, flying resupply and medical evacuation missions with L-1 and L-5
liaison aircraft. The medical evacuation flights were extremely successful and proved to be critical to the morale of the Chindits.
Unconventional War in the Philippines Huk Insurgency
Special operations capabilities were mothballed in the demobilization after World War II.
These capabilities were resurrected in the late 1940s as a means
to help eliminate the Communist Huk insurgency in the Philippines.
The airpower used to defeat the communist movement was organized along unconventional lines. Using United States assistance
under Lt. Col. Edward G. Lansdale, who in turn employed a Foreign Internal Defense (FID) mode of operation, the Philippine Air
Force flew C-47s, P-51s, L-5s, AT-6 armed trainers, and a mixture of
liaison aircraft against the Huks.
In addition, Lansdale initiated a successful psychological warfare campaign of leaflets and airborne speaker operations. Psychological warfare, combined with air and ground attacks, kept the
Huks on the defensive and led to their defeat in 1954.
Korean War
Early in the Korean War, U.S. Army intelligence and the fledgling Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), successor to the OSS,
needed to deploy intelligence
teams and supplies through
short- and long-range low-level
penetration into North and
South Korea.
Initially, the Air Force provided this ad hoc special air
support in multiple forms of air,
land, and sea assets to support
the United Nations Command
operations. This involved the
use of C-47 and C-119 transports, B-26 medium bombers,
BrigGen Harry Aderholt, com- and Air Rescue Service crash
mander of Detachment II of the boats.
21st Troop Carrier Squadron
The Air Force then actiwhich was responsible for all co- vated, equipped, and trained
vert air support to Special Oper- the 580th, 581st, and 582nd Air
ations in the theater during the Resupply and Communication
Korean War. Det. II also played a Wings specifically for unconmajor role in the evacuation of ventional warfare and counterMarines from the Chosin Reser- insurgency operations. These
voir. Following his Korean tour, wings possessed tremendous caGeneral Aderholt was assigned pabilities using a variety of airas the Commander of the Air craft such as C-47, C-54, C-118,
Training Branch of the CIA. (US C-119 transports, B-29 bombAir Force photo).
ers, SA-16 seaplanes, and H-19
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helicopters. This revitalization of special operations included the
ability to recover downed airmen and the full spectrum of covert
air operations. However, while three wings were activated, only
one saw action in Korea. After the war, all three were inactivated
by late 1953.
Cold War Era
Throughout the rest of the 1950s, the air resupply and communication mission was assumed by four Air National Guard (ANG)
units: Maryland, Rhode Island, West Virginia, and California.
However, the U.S. used active and Reserve air assets in secret operations in Tibet, Iran, behind the Iron Curtain, French Indo-China,
and during the Bay of Pigs invasion in Cuba. In the 1960s, this
method of operation changed dramatically when Air Force active
duty special operations units were created to counter Soviet support of “wars of liberation” in the Third World.
General Curtis E. LeMay, Air Force Chief of Staff, established
the 4400th Combat Crew Training Squadron (CCTS) in April
1961. Nicknamed “Jungle Jim,” the CCTS based at Hurlburt Field,
Florida, held a two-fold mission: counterinsurgency training and
combat operations. Aircraft such as U-10s, C-46s, C-47s, B-26s, and
AT-28s soon showed up on the Hurlburt flight line.
The CCTS devised FID tactics and techniques for building a
counterinsurgency capability in Third World countries from Latin
America to Africa, and from the Middle East to Southeast Asia.
The first Jungle Jim operation, code named SANDY BEACH ONE,
involved training Malian paratroopers. Then, in November 1961,
the 4400 CCTS deployed a detachment to Bien Hoa, Republic of
Vietnam, on Operation FARMGATE. Thus, Air Force special operations forces (SOF) flew some of the first U.S. combat missions in
Vietnam.
The Bien Hoa operation soon consumed nearly all of the Air
Force’s commitment in supporting counterinsurgency operations.
Southeast Asia War (Second Indo-China War)
As the Vietnam War expanded, the Air Force increased its counterinsurgency capability. The 4400th CCTS became a group in
March 1962, and the next month became part of the newly activated U.S. Air Force Special Air Warfare Center (USAF SAWC) at
Eglin Air Force Base, Florida.
The Special Air Warfare Center obtained additional assets in the
mid-1960s, to include O-1 and O-2 observation planes, A-26, A-37,
and A-1 attack fighters, C-123, and later C-130 cargo aircraft, along
with several types of helicopters. In addition to being an outstanding shortfield tactical transport, the C-123s were also modified as
aerial sprayers for the Ranch Hand defoliant missions in Vietnam.
In 1964, air commandos deployed to Laos and Thailand on
Operation WATERPUMP. This FID-like operation involved training Laotian and Thai pilots and supported the Royal Lao Army
against insurgents. Also in late 1964, the Air Force introduced the
first gunships into combat with the deployment of AC-47s to Vietnam.
By 1966, the high-water mark for USAF special operations forces
deployed in Vietnam reached a total of 10,000 people, 550 aircraft,
and 19 squadrons. Additional air commando deployments worldwide to other countries included Malaysia, Greece, Saudi Arabia,
Ethiopia, Iran, and the Congo Republic. The following year AC-119
gunships joined in combat, and by 1968 the first AC-130 gunships
entered the Vietnam conflict.
In the summer of 1968, the USAF redesignated SAWC as the
USAF Special Operations Force (USAFSOF) and became the equivalent of a numbered air force. Subordinate units were redesignated
as special operations wings and squadrons, thus eliminating all
reference to air commandos. At this time, the Vietnam War was at
its peak and consumed virtually all of the Air Force’s special operations efforts.

One of the most notable missions supported by USAF special operations was the Son Tay prisoner of war (POW) camp raid in 1970.
The Son Tay raiders
trained at Hurlburt
and Duke Fields, near
Eglin Air Force Base,
Florida.
Although
no prisoners were in
the North Vietnamese compound, the
resulting boost in
morale and improved
treatment of our prisMembers of the 1st Air Commando Squad- oners of war made
ron, Pleiku Air Base, Republic of Vietnam, the mission worth
pose on the wing of an A-1 Skyraider in the effort.
As the Vietnam
March 1966. The folded-brim hat worn by
some of the crewmembers was popular War began winding
among the commandos, and eventually down, SOF capability
was approved as part of their uniform. (US gradually declined as
well. In June 1974,
Air Force photo)
the USAFSOF was redesignated the 834th Tactical Composite Wing (TCW), effectively
bringing to a close the most aggressive, far reaching effort by the
USAF to support unconventional warfare.
In July 1975, the USAF renamed the 834th TCW as the 1st Special Operations Wing (1st SOW), and by 1979 it was the only SOF
wing in the Air Force. The wing possessed AC-130H Spectre gunships, MC-130E Combat Talons, and CH-3E Jolly Green and UH-1N
Huey helicopters. Two MC-130 Combat Talon squadrons remained
overseas and the Air Force Reserve (AFRES) maintained an AC130A gunship group and one HH-3E Jolly Green squadron.
Operation RICE BOWL
Operation RICE BOWL, the attempt to rescue American hostages from the United States embassy in Iran, ended in disaster at the
Desert One refueling site in April 1980. As a result, the Holloway
Commission convened to analyze why the mission failed and recommend corrective actions. This led to the gradual reorganization
and rebirth of United States special operations forces.
TAC to MAC
Meanwhile, in December 1982, the Air Force transferred responsibility for Air Force special operations from Tactical Air Command
(TAC) to Military Airlift Command (MAC). Consequently, in March
1983, MAC activated 23rd Air Force (23rd AF) at Scott Air Force Base,
Illinois. This new numbered air force’s responsibilities included
worldwide missions of special operations, combat rescue, weather
reconnaissance and aerial sampling, security support for intercontinental ballistic missile sites, training of USAF helicopter and HC-130
crewmen, pararescue training, and medical evacuation.
Operation URGENT FURY
In October 1983, 23rd AF participated in the successful rescue
of Americans from the island nation of Grenada. During the 7day operation, centered at Point Salines Airport, 23rd AF furnished
MC-130s, AC-130s, aircrews, maintenance, and support people.
An EC-130 from the 193rd Special Operations Group (SOG) of the
Air National Guard (ANG), played a significant psy-war role. During this crucial combat test of emerging SOF capability, a 1st SOW
Combat Talon crew earned the Mackay Trophy and a Spectre crew
earned the Lt. Gen. William H. Tunner Award.
Birth of U.S. Special Operations Command
In May 1986, legislation led to the formation of the U.S. Special
Operations Command. Senators William Cohen and Sam Nunn

introduced the Senate bill, and the following month Congressman
Dan Daniel introduced a like measure in the House of Representatives. The key provisions of the legislation formed the basis to
amend the 1986 Defense Authorizations Bill. This bill, signed into
law in October 1986, in part directed the formation of a unified
command responsible for special operations. In April 1987 the
DoD established the United States Special Operations Command
(USSOCOM) at MacDill Air Force Base, Florida, and Army Gen
James J. Lindsay assumed command. Four months later, 23rd AF
moved to Hurlburt Field, Florida.
In August 1989, Gen Duane H. Cassidy, MAC Commander in
Chief, divested 23rd AF of its non-special operations units. Thus,
23rd AF served a dual role--still reporting to MAC, but also functioning as the air component to USSOCOM.
Operation JUST CAUSE
From late December 1989 to early January 1990, 23rd AF participated in the re-establishment of democracy in the Republic of
Panama during Operation JUST CAUSE. Special operations aircraft
included active and
AFRES AC-130 Spectre gunships, EC-130
Volant Solo psychological operations aircraft from the ANG,
HC-130P/N Combat
Shadow tankers, MC130E Combat Talons,
and MH-53J Pave
Low and MH-60G
Pave Hawk helicop- The crew of AC-130H Spectre with the
ters. Special tactics 16th Special Operations Squadron, won
combat controllers the Mackay Trophy for airmanship and
and medics provided outstanding professionalism of the crew
important support to during aerial flight over the Republic of
combat units during Panama during Operation JUST CAUSE.
(U.S. Air Force photo).
this operation.
Spectre gunship crews of the 1st SOW earned the Mackay Trophy and Tunner Award for their efforts, a 919th SOG Spectre crew
earned the President’s Award, and a 1st SOW Combat Talon crew
ferried the captured Panamanian President, Manuel Noriega, to
prison in the United States. Likewise, the efforts of the 1st SOW
maintenance people earned them the Daedalian Award.
Birth of Air Force Special Operations Command
On 22 May 1990, Gen. Larry D. Welch, Air Force Chief of Staff,
redesignated 23rd AF as Air Force Special Operations Command
(AFSOC). This new major command consisted of three wings-the 1st, 39th and 353rd Special Operations Wings--as well as the
1720th Special Tactics Group (STG), the U.S. Air Force Special Operations School, and the Special Missions Operational Test and
Evaluation Center.
The AFRES components included the 919th SOG at Duke Field,
Florida, and the 193rd SOG of the ANG at Harrisburg International
Airport, Pennsylvania.
Currently, after major redesignations and reorganizations, AFSOC direct reporting units include the 16th SOW, the 352rd Special Operations Group, the 353rd Special Operations Group, the
720th Special Tactics Group (STG), the USAF Special Operations
School and the 18th Flight Test Squadron (FLTS).
DESERT SHIELD and DESERT STORM
From early August 1990 to late February 1991, AFSOC participated in Operations DESERT SHIELD and DESERT STORM, the
protection of Saudi Arabia and liberation of Kuwait.
continues on page 12
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Air Commando and
Special Operations
Medal Of Honor Recipients
Air Commando/Special Operations personnel made up
only about 5 percent of the US Air Force manpower in
the Vietnam war. Incredibly, they received 6 of the 16
Medals of Honor that have been awarded to Air Force
personnel. Two of them, Col. Joe Jackson and Sergeant
John Levitow, have been inducted into the Airlift/Tanker
Hall of Fame.

Major Bernard F. Fisher,
U.S. Air Force, 1st Air Commandos
Bien Hoa and Pleiku, Vietnam, 10 March 1966.
Citation: For conspicuous gallantry and intrepidity at the risk of his life
above and beyond the call of duty. On that date, the special forces
camp at A Shau was under attack by 2,000 North Vietnamese Army
regulars. Hostile troops had positioned themselves between the airstrip and the camp.
Other hostile troops had surrounded the
camp and were continuously raking it with
automatic weapons fire from the surrounding
hills. The tops of the 1,500-foot hills were obscured by an 800 foot ceiling, limiting aircraft
maneuverability and forcing pilots to operate
within range of hostile gun positions, which
often were able to fire down on the attacking aircraft. During the battle, Maj. Fisher observed a fellow airman
crash land on the battle-torn airstrip. In the belief that the downed
pilot was seriously injured and in imminent danger of capture, Maj.
Fisher announced his intention to land on the airstrip to effect a rescue.
Although aware of the extreme danger and likely failure of such an attempt, he elected to continue. Directing his own air cover, he landed
his aircraft and taxied almost the full length of the runway, which was
littered with battle debris and parts of an exploded aircraft. While effecting a successful rescue of the downed pilot, heavy ground fire was
observed, with 19 bullets striking his aircraft. In the face of the withering ground fire, he applied power and gained enough speed to lift-off
at the overrun of the airstrip. Maj. Fisher’s profound concern for his
fellow airman, and at the risk of his life above and beyond the call of
duty are in the highest traditions of the U.S. Air Force and reflect great
credit upon himself and the Armed Forces of his country.

✯✯✯✯✯✯✯✯✯✯✯✯✯
Captain James P. Fleming,
U.S. Air Force, 20th Special Operations Squadron
Near Duc Co, Republic of Vietnam, 26 November 1968.
Citation: For conspicuous gallantry and intrepidity in action at the risk
of his life above and beyond the call of duty. Capt. Fleming (then 1st
Lt.) distinguished himself as the Aircraft Commander of a UH_1F transport Helicopter. Capt. Fleming went to the
aid of a 6_man special forces long range
reconnaissance patrol that was in danger
of being overrun by a large, heavily armed
hostile force. Despite the knowledge that
1 helicopter had been downed by intense
hostile fire, Capt. Fleming descended, and
balanced his helicopter on a river bank with
the tail boom hanging over open water. The
patrol could not penetrate to the landing
site and he was forced to withdraw. Danger-
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ously low on fuel, Capt. Fleming repeated his original landing maneuver. Disregarding his own safety, he remained in this exposed position.
Hostile fire crashed through his windscreen as the patrol boarded his
helicopter. Capt. Fleming made a successful takeoff through a barrage
of hostile fire and recovered safely at a forward base. Capt. Fleming’s
profound concern for his fellow men, and at the risk of his life above
and beyond the call of duty are in keeping with the highest traditions of the U.S. Air Force and reflect great credit upon himself and the
Armed Forces of his country.

✯✯✯✯✯✯✯✯✯✯✯✯✯
Colonel William A. Jones III*
U.S. Air Force, 602d Special Operations Squadron
Near Dong Hoi, North Vietnam, 1 September 1968
Citation: For conspicuous gallantry and intrepidity in action at the risk
of his life above and beyond the call of duty. Col. Jones distinguished
himself as the pilot of an A-1H Skyraider aircraft near Dong Hoi, North
Vietnam. On that day, as the on scene commander in the attempted rescue of a downed
U.S. pilot, Col. Jones’ aircraft was repeatedly
hit by heavy and accurate anti-aircraft fire. On
one of his low passes, Col. Jones felt an explosion beneath his aircraft and his cockpit rapidly
filled with smoke. With complete disregard of
the possibility that his aircraft might still be
burning, he unhesitatingly continued his
search for the downed pilot. On this pass, he
sighted the survivor and a multiple_barrel gun
position firing at him from near the top of a karst formation. He could
not attack the gun position on that pass for fear he would endanger
the downed pilot. Leaving himself exposed to the gun position, Col.
Jones attacked the position with cannon and rocket fire on 2 successive
passes. On his second pass, the aircraft was hit with multiple rounds
of automatic weapons fire. One round impacted the Yankee Extraction System rocket mounted directly behind the headrest, igniting the
rocket. His aircraft was observed to burst into flames in the center fuselage section, with flames engulfing the cockpit area. He pulled the
extraction handle, jettisoning the canopy. The influx of fresh air made
the fire burn with greater intensity for a few moments, but since the
rocket motor had already burned, the extraction system did not pull
Col. Jones from the aircraft. Despite searing pains from severe burns
sustained on his arms, hands, neck, shoulders, and face, Col. Jones
pulled his aircraft into a climb and attempted to transmit the location
of the downed pilot and the enemy gun position to the other aircraft
in the area. His calls were blocked by other aircraft transmissions repeatedly directing him to bail out and within seconds his transmitters
were disabled and he could receive only on 1 channel. Completely
disregarding his injuries, he elected to fly his crippled aircraft back to
his base and pass on essential information for the rescue rather than
bail out. Col. Jones successfully landed his heavily damaged aircraft
and passed the information to a debriefing officer while on the operating table. As a result of his heroic actions and complete disregard for
his personal safety, the downed pilot was rescued later in the day. Col.
Jones’ profound concern for his fellow man at the risk of his life, above
and beyond the call of duty, are in keeping with the highest traditions of the U.S. Air Force and reflect great credit upon himself and the
Armed Forces of his country.
*Colonel Jones died in an air accident in 1969 before receiving his Medal of
Honor. It was presented to his widow by President Richard Nixon in 1970.
*†A1C Pitsenbarger was originally posthumously awarded the Air Force Cross
for his actions, which was upgraded to the Medal of Honor in 2000 and presented to his father by Secretary of the Air Force Whit Peters.

Sergeant John L. Levitow
U.S. Air Force, 3d Special Operations Squadron
Long Binh Army post, Republic of Vietnam, 24 February 1969.
Citation: For conspicuous gallantry and intrepidity in action at the
risk of his life above and beyond the call of duty. Sgt. Levitow (then
A1C), U.S. Air Force, distinguished himself by
exceptional heroism while assigned as a loadmaster aboard an AC-47 aircraft flying a night
mission in support of Long Binh Army post.
Sgt. Levitow’s aircraft was struck by a hostile
mortar round. The resulting explosion ripped
a hole 2 feet in diameter through the wing
and fragments made over 3,500 holes in the
fuselage. All occupants of the cargo compartment were wounded and helplessly slammed
against the floor and fuselage. The explosion
tore an activated flare from the grasp of a crewmember who had been
launching flares to provide illumination for Army ground troops engaged in combat. Sgt. Levitow, though stunned by the concussion of
the blast and suffering from over 40 fragment wounds in the back and
legs, staggered to his feet and turned to assist the man nearest to him
who had been knocked down and was bleeding heavily. As he was
moving his wounded comrade forward and away from the opened
cargo compartment door, he saw the smoking flare ahead of him in
the aisle. Realizing the danger involved and completely disregarding
his own wounds, Sgt. Levitow started toward the burning flare. The
aircraft was partially out of control and the flare was rolling wildly
from side to side. Sgt. Levitow struggled forward despite the loss of
blood from his many wounds and the partial loss of feeling in his right
leg. Unable to grasp the rolling flare with his hands, he threw himself
bodily upon the burning flare. Hugging the deadly device to his body,
he dragged himself back to the rear of the aircraft and hurled the flare
through the open cargo door. At that instant the flare separated and
ignited in the air, but clear of the aircraft. Sgt. Levitow, by his selfless
and heroic actions, saved the aircraft and its entire crew from certain
death and destruction. Sgt. Levitow’s gallantry, his profound concern
for his fellowmen, at the risk of his life above and beyond the call of
duty are in keeping with the highest traditions of the U.S. Air Force and
reflect great credit upon himself and the Armed Forces of his country.

✯✯✯✯✯✯✯✯✯✯✯✯✯
Lieutenant Colonel Joe M. Jackson
U.S. Air Force, 311th Air Commando Squadron
Kham Duc, Republic of Vietnam, 12 May 1968
Citation: For conspicuous gallantry and intrepidity in action at the
risk of his life above and beyond the call of
duty. Lt. Col. Jackson distinguished himself
as pilot of a C-123 aircraft. Lt. Col. Jackson
volunteered to attempt the rescue of a 3man USAF Combat Control Team from the
Special Forces camp at Kham Duc. Hostile
forces had overrun the forward outpost and
established gun positions on the airstrip.
They were raking the camp with small arms,
mortars, light and heavy automatic weapons, and recoilless rifle fire. The camp was
engulfed in flames and ammunition dumps
were continuously exploding and littering the runway with debris. In
addition, 8 aircraft had been destroyed by the intense enemy fire and
1 aircraft remained on the runway reducing its usable length to only
2,200 feet. To further complicate the landing, the weather was deteriorating rapidly, thereby permitting only 1 air strike prior to his landing.

Although fully aware of the extreme danger and likely failure of such
an attempt. Lt. Col. Jackson elected to land his aircraft and attempt to
rescue. Displaying superb airmanship and extraordinary heroism, he
landed his aircraft near the point where the combat control team was
reported to be hiding. While on the ground, his aircraft was the target
of intense hostile fire. A rocket landed in front of the nose of the aircraft but failed to explode. Once the combat control team was aboard,
Lt. Col. Jackson succeeded in getting airborne despite the hostile fire
directed across the runway in front of his aircraft. Lt. Col. Jackson’s
profound concern for his fellow men, at the risk of his life above and
beyond the call of duty are in keeping with the highest traditions of
the U.S. Air Force and reflect great credit upon himself, and the Armed
Forces of his country.

✯✯✯✯✯✯✯✯✯✯✯✯✯
Airman First Class William H. Pitsenbarger*†
U.S. Air Force, Detachment 6, 38th Aerospace Rescue and Recovery Squadron
Near Cam My, 11 April 1966.
Citation: Airman First Class Pitsenbarger distinguished himself by extreme valor on 11 April 1966 near Cam
My, Republic of Vietnam, while assigned as a Pararescue Crew Member,
Detachment 6, 38th Aerospace Rescue
and Recovery Squadron. On that date,
Airman Pitsenbarger was aboard a rescue helicopter responding to a call for
evacuation of casualties incurred in an
on-going firefight between elements
of the United States Army’s 1st Infantry Division and a sizable enemy force
approximately 35 miles east of Saigon.
With complete disregard for personal
safety, Airman Pitsenbarger volunteered to ride a hoist more than one
hundred feet through the jungle, to the ground. On the ground, he
organized and coordinated rescue efforts, cared for the wounded, prepared casualties for evacuation, and insured that the recovery operation continued in a smooth and orderly fashion. Through his personal
efforts, the evacuation of the wounded was greatly expedited. As each
of the nine casualties evacuated that day were recovered, Pitsenbarger
refused evacuation in order to get one more wounded soldier to safety.
After several pick-ups, one of the two rescue helicopters involved in the
evacuation was struck by heavy enemy ground fire and was forced to
leave the scene for an emergency landing. Airman Pitsenbarger stayed
behind, on the ground, to perform medical duties. Shortly thereafter,
the area came under sniper and mortar fire. During a subsequent attempt to evacuate the site, American forces came under heavy assault
by a large Viet Cong force. When the enemy launched the assault,
the evacuation was called off and Airman Pitsenbarger took up arms
with the besieged infantrymen. He courageously resisted the enemy,
braving intense gunfire to gather and distribute vital ammunition to
American defenders. As the battle raged on, he repeatedly exposed
himself to enemy fire to care for the wounded, pull them out of the
line of fire, and return fire whenever he could, during which time, he
was wounded three times. Despite his wounds, he valiantly fought
on, simultaneously treating as many wounded as possible. In the vicious fighting which followed, the American forces suffered 80 percent
casualties as their perimeter was breached, and airman Pitsenbarger
was finally fatally wounded. Airman Pitsenbarger exposed himself to
almost certain death by staying on the ground, and perished while saving the lives of wounded infantrymen. His bravery and determination
exemplify the highest professional standards and traditions of military
service and reflect great credit upon himself, his unit, and the United
States Air Force.
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Active duty, AFRES, and ANG components of AFSOC deployed
to Saudi Arabia and Turkey. The 1st SOW with its AC-130s, HC130s, MC-130s, MH-53s and MH-60s; the 193rd SOG with its EC130s; and the 919th SOG
with its AC-130s, and 71st
SOS’s HH-3s, all deployed
south of Kuwait. The 39th
SOW deployed north of
Iraq with its HC-130s,
MC-130s, and MH-53s.
Special tactics personnel
operated throughout the In 1990, MC-130Es were employed in
theater on multiple com- Operation Desert Storm, where they
bat control and combat dropped 11 BLU-82 15,000-pound
rescue missions.
bombs and more than 23 million
Special
operations leaflets in a highly effective effort to
forces performed direct encourage Iraqi soldiers to surrender.
action missions, combat They also conducted numerous aerial
search and rescue, infil- refuelings of special operations helitration, exfiltration, air copters with combat search and resbase ground defense, air cue operations. (U.S. Air Force photo
interdiction, special re- by Senior Master Sgt. Rose Reynolds)
connaissance, close air
support, psychological operations, and helicopter air refuelings.
Pave Low crews led the helicopter assault on radars to blind Iraq
at the onset of hostilities, and they also accomplished the deepest
rescue for which they received the Mackay Trophy.
Combat Talons dropped the largest conventional bombs of the
war and, along with Combat Shadows, dropped the most psy-war
leaflets. The AC-130s provided valuable fire support and armed reconnaissance, but they also suffered the single greatest combat loss
of coalition air forces with the shoot down of Spirit 03. All fourteen crewmembers aboard were lost.
AFSOC – All The Time, Everywhere
Following the Gulf War, AFSOC aircraft stood alert for personnel recovery and various other missions in support of Operations
PROVIDE COMFORT and SOUTHERN WATCH. During July 1992,
AFSOC units began participation in Operations PROVIDE PROMISE and DENY FLIGHT, the humanitarian relief effort and no fly
zone security in the Balkans.
In December 1992, AFSOC special tactics and intelligence personnel supported Operation RESTORE HOPE in Somalia, followed
by the AC-130H Spectre gunships in the spring of 1993 under Operations CONTINUE HOPE and UNITED SHIELD in Somalia. In
late 1994, AFSOC units spearheaded Operation UPHOLD DEMOCRACY in Haiti, and in 1995 Operation DELIBERATE FORCE in the
Balkans.
AFSOC Reorganization
The number of deployments following Operation DESERT
STORM were only exceeded by the number of organizational
changes. The more significant ones included the 353rd SOW relocation, under Operation FIERY VIGIL, from Clark Air Base, Republic of the Philippines, to Kadena Air Base, Japan, in June 1991
due to the volcanic eruption of Mount Pinatubo. The unit was supported by temporary duty personnel under Operation SCIMATAR
SWEEP for more than a year.
In January 1992, the 39th SOW relocated from Rhein-Main Air
Base, Germany, to Royal Air Force (RAF) Alconbury, United Kingdom (UK). Later that year the 39th SOW was inactivated, and its
personnel and equipment were reconstituted as the 352nd SOW.
In December 1992, AFSOC redesignated both overseas wings as
groups.
More reorganization occurred at Hurlburt Field to include the
1720th STG becoming the 720th STG in March 1992; the
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transfer of ownership of Hurlburt Field from Air Mobility Command
(AMC, and formerly MAC) to AFSOC in October 1992, followed by
the merger of the 834th Air Base Wing (ABW) into the 1st SOW
which assumed host unit responsibilities. A year later the 1st SOW
became the 16th SOW in a move to preserve Air Force heritage.
Meanwhile, the Special Missions Operational Test and Evaluation Center (SMOTEC), which filled the unique role of exploring
new heavy lift frontiers in special operations capabilities, while
pursuing better equipment and tactics development, was also reorganized. In April 1994, the Air Force, in an effort to standardize
these types of organizations, redesignated SMOTEC as the 18th
Flight Test Squadron.
AFSOC High Operations Tempo
In March 1994, a 16th Special Operations Squadron AC-130H
gunship, call sign Jockey 14, paid the price of freedom and high
operations tempo. Jockey 14 experienced an in-flight explosion,
forcing ditching off the coast of Kenya while supporting Operation
CONTINUE HOPE II in Somalia. Eight crewmembers were killed,
while six survived.
Soon afterwards another tragedy for the Air Force occurred
when a pair of U.S. Army UH-60 Black Hawk helicopters were shot
down in a tragic friendlyfire incident during Operation PROVIDE COMFORT III in Iraq. The 9th
SOS, 55th SOS, and 23rd
Special Tactics Squadron
played significant roles in
the search, support, and
recovery operations.
In the fall of 1994, the
During their final flight, one of
U.S. decided to send forcthe five MH-53M Pave Low IV helies into Haiti. The 16th
copters, from the 21st Special OpSOW, 919th SOW, and
erations Squadron stationed at RAF
193rd SOW led the formaMildenhall, England, lines its probe
tions of fixed and rotary
up with the drogue basket for aerial
winged aircraft to comrefueling, Sept. 13, 2007. The heliplete Operation UPHOLD
copters officially dropped off the
DEMOCRACY. Air Force
“operations books” as of Oct. 1,
special operations heli2007. Pave Low helicopter crewmen
copters flew from Navy
received combat wounds while flying
aircraft carriers during
as part of a force trying to rescue two
this massive deployment.
French aviators who had been shot
Most of the AFSOC
down near Sarajevo during Operaaircraft operated out of
tion DELIBERATE FORCE. The efforts
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba.
of the Pave Low flight crew during
This deployment also inthis attempted rescue effort resulted
cluded the largest gatherin their receiving the 1995 Air Force
ing of MH-53 Pave Lows
Cheney Award. (U.S. Air Force Photo
to participate in one acby Tech. Sgt. Tracy L. DeMarco)
tion, and the last realworld operation for the AC-130As of the 919th SOW prior to their
retirement.
Also in 1994, the war in Rwanda, and the number of people
victimized because of it, led to AFSOC forces of the 352rd SOG
becoming involved in a humanitarian effort known as Operation
SUPPORT HOPE. It was also referred to as QUIET RESOLVE or PROVIDE RELIEF.
In early 1995, AFSOC received taskings to support a number of
peace keeping and humanitarian missions. These included Operation PROVIDE COMFORT III (Turkey and Iraq), plus PROVIDE
PROMISE/DENY FLIGHT, which evolved into DELIBERATE FORCE
and JOINT ENDEAVOR (out of Italy and into Bosnia HerzegovinaCroatia). Pave Low helicopter crewmen received combat wounds
while flying as part of a force trying to rescue two French aviators

who had been shot down near Sarajevo during Operation DELIBERATE FORCE. The efforts of the Pave Low flight crew during this
attempted rescue effort resulted in their receiving the 1995 Air
Force Cheney Award. AFSOC also supported Operation CONTINUATION HOPE III (Somalia) which evolved into UNITED SHIELD.
In 1996, Air Force Special Operations Command aircraft were
the first on the scene when the CT-43 aircraft carrying U.S. Commerce Secretary Ron Brown crashed near Dubrovnik, Croatia, killing everyone on board. The 352nd SOG launched two MH-53Js
and one MC-130P as part of the search and rescue effort. Crews of
the 16th SOW and 20th SOS also participated. The efforts of these
crewmembers, during this highly visible event, resulted in their
being awarded the Air Force Cheney Award for 1996.
The crews involved in this mission were then quickly rotated
into Operation ASSURED RESPONSE, which provided support to
the emergency Noncombatant Evacuation Operation (NEO) of
more than 2,100 U.S. and foreign citizens from Monrovia, Liberia.
Operating in a hostile fire environment, SOF personnel conducted dozens of rotary wing evacuation flights using MH-53Js and
overhead fire support sorties in AC-130H Spectres, often vectoring
friendly aircraft through small arms and rocket propelled grenade
fire. For their efforts the Pave Low crews were presented the Tunner
Award as the outstanding strategic airlift crew of the year.
AFSOC Matures
With the breakup of the Soviet Union, Air Force Special Operations Command began changing its readiness posture from one
geared to countering the Soviet threat to one of cooperative engagements and peace enforcement activities, for which AFSOC forces’
capabilities remained in constant demand. As part of Commando
Vision, which started in 1994, the 919th SOW would not receive
the AC-130Hs from the 16th SOW as had been planned. Instead,
the 919th SOW at Duke Field, Florida, retired its AC-130A gunships
and gained MC-130P Combat Shadows, flown by the newly stoodup 5th SOS, and MC-130E Combat Talons, flown by the 711th SOS.
Both conversions were a success, with the 919th SOW Reservists
deploying to Brindisi Air Base, Italy by Christmas 1995 in support
of Operation JOINT ENDEAVOR. The 919th SOW completed the
conversion by 1997.
In February 1997, AFSOC captured the “triple crown” of Air
Force Safety Awards for 1996, a feat accomplished only once before
by a major command. AFSOC took the Secretary of the Air Force
Safety Award for the best overall mishap prevention program in
Category I, the Maj. Gen. Benjamin D. Foulois Award for best flight
safety program, and the Col. Will L. Tubbs Memorial award for the
top ground safety program.
Later in the year, the 16th SOW received the Colombian Trophy
for military flight safety achievements in 1996. This marked the
first time in the 62-year history of the award it was presented to a
non-fighter unit.
In April 1997, AFSOC units on temporary duty to Brindisi in
support of North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) missions
in Bosnia took on a key support role in the evacuation of Americans trapped by Albania’s civil war. Supporting Operation SILVER
WAKE, they assisted State Department officials in the processing of
more than 1,000 evacuees, including about 450 Americans rescued
from the warring nation.
In June 1997, fighting raged in the Republic of Congo’s capital
as a result of that nation’s civil war. An AFSOC MC-130H Talon II
from the 352nd SOG delivered an American military assessment
team, then evacuated 56 people from Brazzaville. It earned the
Mackay Trophy for its efforts.
September 1997 saw three EC-130E Commando Solo aircraft from
the 193rd SOW deploy in support of Operation JOINT GUARD. The
stabilization force commander requested the deployment of the aircraft to Brindisi to serve as a NATO resource to counter Serb radio and
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television broadcasts misrepresenting the Dayton Peace Accords.
Two 4th SOS AC-130U Spectre gunships flew to Taegu Air Base,
South Korea, 24 October 1997, on a 36-hour nonstop mission from
Hurlburt Field, Florida. The mission brought members of the 4th
SOS to participate in FOAL EAGLE 1997, an annual Joint Chiefs
of Staff exercise held
throughout South Korea.
Members of the 6th SOS
also participated in the
exercise.
Throughout 1998 AFSOC maintained a constant combat search and
rescue alert posture as
part of Operation JOINT
GUARD, with aircraft and
personnel rotating from
the 16th SOW and 352nd
SOG to San Vito, Italy, on
a routine basis. This role
increased significantly in
March 1999 during the
crisis in Kosovo and Operation ALLIED FORCE.
During the NATO air
campaign to remove SerServicemembers from the 64th Expe- bian forces from Kosovo,
ditionary Rescue Squadron fast rope special operators conductfrom an HH-60G Pave Hawk helicop- ed two successful Combat
ter and secure a 360-degree area at Search And Rescue opBalad Air Base, Iraq. Members of the erations to rescue downed
squadron rescued two U.S. teachers American pilots (one Fwho got lost while hiking in Iraq. The 117, one F-16) in the area
rescue personnel are deployed from of conflict.
In addition, OperaNellis Air Force Base, Nev., and Moody
tion
ALLIED FORCE witAir Force Base, Ga. On 25 February
2006, General T. Michael Moseley, Air nessed the employment
Force Chief of Staff, announced his of the EC-130E Commandecision to move the USAF’s rescue do Solo aircraft from the
assets from AFSOC back to Air Com- 193rd SOW to counter
bat Command (ACC). (U.S. Air Force Serb radio and television
broadcasts, the MC-130H
photo by A1C April Mullens).
to conduct extensive
leaflet drops over Serbia, and the AC-130U to provide armed reconnaissance. All told, AFSOC’s special operators and aircraft
played a significant role in bringing the conflict in Kosovo to
an end. Following the conclusion of ALLIED FORCE, special
operations units entered a period of reconstitution, while also
supporting humanitarian operations such as Operation ATLAS
RESPONSE in Africa.
By the year 2000, the 6th SOS would receive qualification training on several dissimilar aircraft to include Russian made MI-17
helicopter, AN-26 and AN-32 aircraft, while also seeing its core
mission area expanded.
The beginning of 2001 proved relatively quiet by special operations standards. The command’s special operations units used this
valuable time for reconstitution, training, and a variety of other
events that the high operations tempo tended to impact.
Global War on Terror
The terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center in New York
City, and the Pentagon, Washington D.C., on 11 September 2001
pushed the nation’s special operations forces to the forefront of the
war against terrorism.
By the end of September 2001, AFSOC deployed forces to southwest Asia for Operation ENDURING FREEDOM to help confront

and remove the Taliban regime in Afghanistan, along with the Taliban-supported al Qaida terrorist organization headed by Osama
Bin Laden, who were responsible for the 11 September attacks on
the United States. AFSOC airpower delivered special tactics forces
to the battle ground and they in turn focused U.S. airpower and
allowed Afghanistan’s Northern Alliance ground forces (pro-U.S.)
to dispatch the Taliban and al Qaida from Afghanistan. In addition
to its support in Afghanistan, AFSOC personnel also deployed to
the Philippines to help aid that country’s efforts against terrorism.
Through 2002, and continuing in 2003, SOF continued to lead the
war on terrorism.
In March 2003, AFSOC again deployed forces to southwest Asia
this time in support of what would become Operation IRAQI FREEDOM - the removal of Saddam Hussein and liberating the Iraqi
people from his ruthless
Baathist regime. The command’s personnel and
aircraft teamed with SOF
and conventional forces
to quickly bring down
Saddam Hussein’s government by May 2003.
To ensure the seeds of
democracy had time to
grow in Iraq, AFSOC forces continued to conduct
operations well into 2005
in support of the new
Iraqi government against
insurgents and terrorists
whose aim it was to gain
power and control of the
country well into 2005.
While supporting the SOCOM and the U.S. Air Force have
Global War on Terror been watching the U.S. Marine Corps’
(GWOT) and operations in use of the V-22 aircraft in Iraq with
Iraq, AFSOC welcomed the great interest, and are now planning
movement of the USAF’s to put their own CV-22s into action
continental
U.S.-based by the end of this year, rather than
rescue forces from Air early next year. The Air Force Special
Combat Command (ACC) Operations Command will use the
effective 1 October 2003. V-22 to replace the current MH-53J
With this move the com- special operations helicopters. Unlike
mand inherited the 347th the U.S. Marine Corps version, the
Rescue Wing and 563rd SOCOM CV-22 will have lots more exRescue Group, while also pensive electronics on board. The CVgaining oversight respon- 22 also carries a terrain avoidance rasibilities for the 920th Res- dar, an additional 900 gallons of fuel
cue Wing (AFRC), 106th and more technology in general. The
Rescue Wing (ANG), and 25 ton CV-22 is a major improvement
the 129th Rescue Wing on the MH-53J, with three times the
range, and a higher cruising speed (at
(ANG).
On 1 September 2005, 410 kilometers an hour, twice that of
AFSOC stood up its War the helicopter). The CV-22 can travel
Fighting
Headquarters nearly a thousand kilometers, in any
(WFHQ) as part of an weather, and land or pick up 18 fully
Air Force wide initiative equipped commandos. (U.S. Air Force
to provide enhanced Photo by Todd Berenger).
warfighting capabilities to achieve our nation’s military objectives
and support unified combatant commanders’ (UCC) strategic objectives across the full range of military operations.
On 25 February 2006, General T. Michael Moseley, Air Force Chief
of Staff, announced his decision to move the USAF’s rescue assets
from AFSOC back to Air Combat Command (ACC). General Moseley’s decision to move rescue back to ACC centered around his vision
of rescue’s present position and where he envisioned its future.

Despite the movement of CSAR back to ACC, AFSOC entered a
period of growth in other mission areas. On 20 June 2006 Secretary
of Defense Donald Rumsfeld approved the transfer of Cannon AFB
and Melrose Range, New Mexico, to AFSOC. This transfer became
effective on 1 October 2007 with the activation of the 27th Special
Operations Wing. Additional mission growth continued throughout 2006 and 2007 to include: U-28 aircraft in April 2006, assigned
to the 319 SOS; the llth lntelligence Squadron on I August 2006;
and assumption of Predator unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) on
31 May 2007 from ACC, assigned to the 3 SOS. Additionally, on
16 November 2006, Hurlburt returned to its rightful heritage by
redesignating the 16th SOW back to the 1st SOW. In all, the command’s rapid growth and changes highlighted the importance and
demand for SOF in the nation’s global war on terrorism.
During his closing remarks for International Special Forces Week
in Washington D.C. on 10 June 2005, Vice President Richard B.
Cheney praised the warriors he calls “the silent professionals.” The
following is an excerpt from his remarks – which still apply in the
on-going war on terror:
When the global war on terror began, Cheney recalled, President
Bush said it would be a different kind of war. “It may, he said, include dramatic strikes, visible on television, and covert operations,
secret even when successful,” the vice president said. “Special ops
have been vital to answering some of the fundamental challenges
of this war – fighting the enemy on its own turf (and) supplying
a model for transformation, not only for our military, but also for
coalition partners.”
“We are dealing with a network that has cells in countries all
over the world,” he said. “Yet bit by bit, by diplomacy, through intelligence cooperation, police work, and the spread of democratic
institutions, we are acting to shrink the area in which the terrorists
can operate freely.”
Nations fighting terror, he said have been enforcing a clear doctrine
that “governments that support or harbor terrorists are complicit in
the murder of the innocent, and equally guilty of terrorist crimes.”
“We gave ultimatums to the brutal regimes led by the Taliban
and Saddam Hussein – and when those regimes defied the demands
of the civilized world, we acted to remove them from power and to
liberate their people,” he said, and much of the credit belongs to
special operations forces.
“At every stage of this conflict, we have looked to the special operations forces to carry out the most perilous, most technical, most
time-sensitive, and least visible missions,” the vice president said.
“When you have enemies that are hidden, diffuse, secret in their
movements, asymmetrical in their tactics, the only alternative is
to find out exactly where they are, and then to go in and get them
– one at a time, if necessary.”
In contrast to the conventional Cold War military strategy of
massing large forces at borders, today’s security environment often
requires “small teams of men searching caves, going over mountain peaks and walking along narrow ledges in the pitch-black
night,” Cheney said. “And for that kind of work, we turn to the
‘silent professionals.’”
Noting that special operations forces were “the first boots on
the ground” in Afghanistan, Cheney said they overcame extreme
obstacles.
“Operating by their wits, their intelligence and their cultural
knowledge, they went to the far corners of Afghanistan, built relationships with anti-Taliban forces, engaged enemy holdouts, and
designated high-value targets for the bombing campaign,” he said.
“They also linked the technology of the 21st century with the
transportation modes of the ancient world – riding horseback on
wooden saddles, painting targets with lasers, and calling in precision air strikes from hundreds of miles away. In the space of about
seven weeks, despite all the obstacles we understood going in, the
regime was destroyed and the Afghan people were set free.”
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Later, in Iraq, he said, special ops teams worked with Kurdish
opposition forces to secure the northern front, and they destroyed
Scud missile launchers in the west. “Once again, the contributions
of special ops were critical to the swift downfall of a regime – and
a strutting dictator went from a palace to a bunker to a spider hole
to a prison cell.” Special operations forces still are hard at work in
Afghanistan and Iraq, Cheney said.
“In the continuing hunt (in Afghanistan) for al Qaeda, we have
men working at high altitudes in the mountain range above Kandahar and Jalalabad – often operating at the upper
limits of human endurance – moving calmly and
patiently to deliver justice
to the terrorists,” he said.
“And in both Iraq and
Afghanistan, we are helping to train local security
forces, so that those nations can eventually take An EC-130J Commando Solo aircraft
on the responsibility for prepares to land at an air base in
Southwest Asia. The EC-130J contheir own security.”
Special
operations ducts information operations, psyforces, Cheney said, are chological operations and civil affairs
demonstrating the value broadcasts in the AM, FM, HF, TV
of transforming military and military communications bands.
forces from the Cold War (U.S. Air Force photo/Staff Sgt. Tia
posture to a new model Schroeder)
for facing the threats of the 21st century.
“In Iraq and Afghanistan – and in other places where the fight
against terror is less talked about, but still critical – such as the
Philippines, the Balkans, Colombia, and the Pan Sahel region of
Africa – special ops units have provided a glimpse of the kind of
force we want to build for the future,” he said. “A military that was
designed for the mid-to-late 20th century needs to be a force that
is lighter, more adaptable, more agile, and more lethal in action.
Cheney noted the variety of skills involved in special operations.
“It is difficult to put into words the intensity of your training, the
hazards of your hardest assignments, and the speed of thought and
action that are needed at the tip of the spear,” he said. “You are
the ones who can go into unfamiliar territory and become part of
the environment – preparing battle spaces, learning languages and
cultures, building relationships, and picking up intelligence.
“Special ops are the ones who hunt down, engage, kill and capture enemies,” he continued, “yet also set up hospitals, call in humanitarian aid, and help villages to become self-sufficient – leaving behind you men, women, and children who feel gratitude for
your kindness and good will for our country. Special ops, it’s been
said, play every role from warrior to physician to diplomat to engineer. And at times you have to switch from one role to other in the
blink of an eye.”
But special operators, he noted, do that work under a blanket of
secrecy. “It’s also in the nature of your business that the best work
goes unrecognized until years after the fact, if ever, and we may never
know all the grief that has been spared because of you,” he said. “I
can only say, with complete certainty, that your efforts are paying off
– and today all of us live in a world made safer by your actions.”
The Vice President was right – Americans don’t hear much about
the brave and heroic actions of special operators – but they don’t
really mind, they prefer to go about their business quietly. However,
this article would seem incomplete without highlighting a few of the
recent accomplishments of these Air Force “Quiet Professionals” –
MC-130H Crewmembers Earn Cheney Award
In early December 2007, two Air Force Special Operations Com-
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mand officers were awarded the Cheney Award for actions in southern Afghanistan, where they provided close-air-support for special
forces on the ground.
Air Force Vice Chief of Staff Gen. Duncan J. McNabb presented
Majs. Bradley Downs, and Daniel Roesch the award in a ceremony at
the Pentagon. Major Downs is an MC-130H Combat Talon II pilot and
Major Roesch is an MC-130H Combat Talon II navigator.
“It is an extreme honor to present this to you today,” General
McNabb said. “You represent the very best of what the Air Force has
to offer.”
The two Airmen were flying a night mission together near Kandahar, Afghanistan, to drop off supplies to special forces on the ground,
who were coming under attack from the Taliban during a major
NATO mission.
“We knew those guys were really hurting out there, running low
on supplies and ammunition,” said Maj. Downs, who is stationed at
Royal Air Force Mildenhall, England. “They needed those supplies, so
we knew we had to get out there.”
Using night-vision goggles and guidance from Major Roesch, Major
Downs flew the C-130 low along a mountain ridge, flying between
American and Taliban forces. They eventually dropped about 22,000
pounds of supplies within 15 yards of the target.
“When I heard they were only 15 yards off the target, I asked if that
was the norm,” said General McNabb. “(Maj. Downs) just smiled and
said ‘every time.’”
The two officers thanked their families, who were in attendance, as
well as the senior leaders who attended the ceremony.
“Most importantly, we thank the aircrew who flew with us,” said
Major Roesch, who is stationed at Hurlbert Field, Fla. “Those enlisted
guys really made this mission a success. They were in the back there,
making sure everything happened. They all did an excellent job.”
The Cheney Award is presented each year in memory of 1st Lt. William Cheney, who was killed in an air collision over Italy in 1918. It
was established in 1927 and is awarded each year to aviators for bravery in a humanitarian venture. Recipients have included two inductees into the Airllift/Tanker Hall of Fame, Gail Halvorsen, one of the
pilots who flew the Berlin Airlift in 1948 and ‘49 and Regina Aune, for
her actions as a flight nurse in Vietnam during Operation Babylift.
Combat Controllers Receive Silver Star, Bronze Stars, Purple Hearts,
Air Force Combat Action Medals
In late December 2007, twenty five medals were presented to 15
combat controllers and special tactics officers during a ceremony at
McChord Air Force Base, Wa., presided over by the Air Force Special
Operations Command commander.
One Silver Star, seven Bronze Stars with Valor, three Bronze Stars,
two Purple Hearts and 15 Air Force Combat Action Medals were presented to the 22nd Special Tactics Squadron Airmen for their actions
during the unit’s recent deployment to Iraq and Afghanistan.
“These Airmen represent what each of us hopes still resides in
America,” said Lt. Gen. Donny Wurster, AFSOC commander. “We are
fortunate to find young American heroes in waiting who are willing
to answer the call when we need them.”
The ceremony recognized these “mighty men,” as the general
called them, who “fight beyond their size” alongside Army and Navy
special operations forces.
“Much of what combat controllers do goes unrecognized,” said Lt.
Col Jeffrey Staha, 22nd STS commander. “But not today.”
Combat controllers and special tactics officers, the officer corps
equivalent, are highly-trained special operations forces and certified
FAA air traffic controllers who deploy undetected into combat and
hostile environments to establish assault zones or airfields and then
provide air traffic control and fire support.
During the unit’s last six-month deployment in support of Operations Enduring Freedom and Iraqi Freedom, 22nd STS Airmen performed more than 1,000 combat missions, coordinated the drop of
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Warriors of the North
Lt Col James L Warnke
james.warnke@grandforks.af.mil
Wright
Capt Richard L VanSlyke
richard.vanslyke@wpafb.af.mil

Contacts listed are the most current available. Please contact Bud Traynor and Collin Bakse to make corrections and/or changes, or to suggest additional contact information for this page.
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more then 260,000 pounds of ordnance and removed more than
1,500 enemy forces from action, said Colonel Staha.
The Silver Star, the nation’s third highest decoration for valor,
was presented first to Tech. Sgt. Scott Innis for his actions during a
firefight with enemy forces in Afghanistan during spring 2006.
Sergeant Innis was deployed with an Army Special Forces unit to
a forward operating base in a heavily contested region of Afghanistan. One day, a team on patrol outside the wire came under enemy
fire. Sergeant Innis was able to call in close air support for the team
and help them return to the base.
Shortly thereafter, their base came under heavy enemy fire from
rocket-propelled grenades, mortar fire, and small-arms and machine gun fire. Risking his own life, Sergeant Innis climbed up a
small, wooden observation tower in the middle of the compound,
openly exposing himself to the enemy.
Once on the tower, Sergeant Innis lay on his back while the enemy fired small arms and RPGs trying to take him out. For 24 hours,
he repeatedly exposed himself to hostile fire as he periodically sat
up to observe the enemy’s location and pass their coordinates to
coalition attack aircraft.
After the aircraft dropped their munitions, Sergeant Innis sat up
to observe their impact and relayed the information back to the
aircraft, again marking himself as a target. At one point, Sergeant
Innis was able to direct fire onto and destroy an area being used by
the enemy to store a large weapons cache.
In the middle of the intense firefight, Sergeant Innis also coordinated medical evacuation for several seriously injured American
and coalition troops. His actions lead to the destruction of more
than 100 enemy forces.
However, the combat controller would not consider himself a
hero. He credits his actions to the training he and other combat
controllers receive.
“You could have replaced me with any of the other Airmen on
the stage with me today,” he said. “They would have done the same
thing.”
Sergeant Innis also received a Bronze Star with valor and an Air
Force Combat Action Medal during the ceremony.
Another reluctant hero honored during the ceremony was Tech.
Sgt. Jason Dryer, who received a Bronze Star with Valor and a Purple
Heart for two separate incidents during a deployment to Afghanistan earlier this year.
Sergeant Dryer received the Purple Heart for wounds he received
when the Humvee he and his Army Special Forces team were riding in triggered an improvised explosive device. The group was on
their way to educate local Afghani civilians on the Taliban threat in
the area and to warn them of the presence of IEDs throughout the
countryside when the vehicle was hit.
The blast from the IED blew Sergeant Dryer more than 30 feet
from the vehicle, knocking him unconscious, breaking several
bones, and severely injuring his shoulder and a knee. About two
hours later Sergeant Dryer regained consciousness in the arms of
one of his Army teammates to the sound F-15s providing protection
from above.
When he came to, Sergeant Innis’ first thoughts were those typical of a combat controller.
“My first thought was, ‘I’ve only been here six weeks, I’m not
ready to go home yet,’” he said. “I even remember dreaming about
it while I was unconscious.”
Sergeant Dryer was evacuated to Kandahar Air Base where he was
treated in the hospital.
Thanks to the immediate first aid he received in the field and the
follow-on care at the hospital, Sergeant Dryer’s dreams came true
and he rejoined his team at their forward operating base only a few
days later.
He was able to serve the remainder of his deployment, and even
earned a Bronze Star with Valor for actions during a firefight with

Taliban forces a few months after his injuries. During that engagement, Sergeant Dryer was able to accurately direct 40 mm fire from
an AC-130 gunship on an enemy target no more than 70 meters
from his team’s position.
Despite being seriously injured during his last deployment, Sergeant Dryer’s focus now is on fully recovering and preparing his
body for his next turn in the fight.
“This is the job I’ve trained a quarter of my life to do,” said Sergeant Dryer, who also received an Air Force Combat Action Medal
during the ceremony. “I love it. I’m looking forward to deploying
and doing it all again.”
Their motto “First There” reaffirms his and all combat controllers’ commitment to undertaking the most dangerous missions behind enemy lines by leading the way for other forces to follow. For
Sergeant Innis, there’s no better job than this.
“It’s the best special operations job you’ve never heard of,” said
Sergeant Innis. “If you like to jump from airplanes and scuba dive
and be in the middle of the action, this is where you want to be.”
21 STS Airman Wins Sijan Award
In January of this year, Capt. Stewart Parker, 21st Special Tactics
Squadron, Pope AFB, NC, was named the junior officer category winner of the 2007 Lance P. Sijan Air Force Leadership Award for distinguished leadership.
Captain Parker led a team of combat controllers into combat in Iraq
and Afghanistan, reaping an impressive list of combat effects. As the
critical link to a full array of airpower capabilities, Captain Parker precisely integrated fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft and fused intelligence,
surveillance and reconnaissance capabilities with timely firepower.
The results proved devastating to enemy forces.
“Captain Parker is absolutely vital to the success of the mighty 21
STS,” Lt. Col. Michael Martin, 21st STS Commander, said. “His combat
experience and superb leadership has been key in our preparation for
our next deployment. His success on the battlefield and as a leader in
garrison and deployed made him a logical choice to command a mission during our next deployment.”
The Lance P. Sijan Award recognizes the accomplishments of officers and enlisted members of the Air Force who have demonstrated
the highest qualities of leadership in the performance of their duties
and the conduct of their lives.
This is the second consecutive year a Pope Special Tactics officer has
received the award in the junior officer category, as Capt. Matt Allen
was the recipient in 2006.
As a flight commander, Captain Parker was in charge of 15 enlisted
combat controllers deployed in support of Operations Iraqi Freedom
and Enduring Freedom.
His day-to-day operations ranged from holding meetings with local
leaders, to training Afghan troops, to spending days on end tracking
and fighting terrorist cells.
“From controlling C-130s landing on dirt airstrips, to directing A-10
strafing runs against attacking terrorists, to storming enemy strongholds alongside joint special operations forces, 21st STS combat controllers brought the might of the entire Air Force to the front lines in
the war on terror,” Captain Parker said.
Captain Parker’s flight safely controlled hundreds of airlift and
strike aircraft, many of which were flown by Pope aviators.
“I’ve never been more proud to work with such individuals,” Captain Parker said.
At his recent induction into the 17th Airlift Squadron’s “Moose
Stomp” Hall of Fame, retired Lt. Gen. Michael W. Wooley, the former
commander of AFSOC, commented that “…we are in a war we must
win – we will win.” With professionals like the men and women of the
Air Force Special Operations Command out there bravely, and quietly,
going about the business of protecting American interests, there can be
no doubt it.
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Industry

HIGHLIGHTS
The Anaheim convention is just around the corner and things are falling into place. The layout
for the exhibit hall is coming along, but the process is a little behind schedule compared to past
years. Many people have attributed our exhibit growth these last few years directly to the Air
Force tanker program and clearly many of our exhibitors are impacted directly by the protracted
competition. Although the final decision was expected to be over by now, the subsequent protest
and Government Accountability Office findings have delayed the process further. Many of our
industry exhibitors have been trying to decide if their exhibit requirements are more, less or
about the same. With the announced rebid process still unfolding, it is unlikely that the KC-X
program decision will be made prior to our fall convention. So I guess that means it should be
business as usual (or is it unusual?) for this A/TA convention.
I very much appreciate how patient and understanding everyone has been as we work our way
through this complicated, three-ballroom floor plan. The Anaheim Marriott is a beautiful venue
for our exhibitors and is going to be just fine for our needs. There should be easy access to all
three ballrooms and the crowd should be able to freely flow among the ballrooms. After a closer
examination, the situation is looking much better for our government exhibitors – we should
have space for most, if not all, of our pro bono exhibitors. All activities, except the banquet in
the convention center, are in either the Hilton or Marriott (located across the street from one
another). Also, the overflow hotels are all within easy walking distance of the Hilton/Marriott
and are actually closer to the convention than rooms within the Gaylord Opryland Resort in
Nashville.
The Exhibitor Kit with all the options for support services and rental equipment for our exhibitors is in final review as we go to press. Paramount Convention Services prepares a new exhibit
kit each year for our exhibitors and you should have received it by now. If you have not received
the Exhibitor Kit, please contact me and I will provide you an electronic copy of the document.
For those of you who have purchased advertisements in the past for our Airlift/Tanker Quarterly, our ever faithful business manager, Nicky McCollough, has been the person you have worked
with. Nicky has decided it is time to pass the torch and has asked to be replaced on our staff.
Nicky has done a marvelous job for A/TA over many years and his tireless efforts have been greatly appreciated and he will be missed. Doug Lynch has volunteered to accept this position and has
been appointed by our Chairman, General Walt Kross, to assume these responsibilities. At our
most recent National A/TA Board meeting in Charleston, the A/TA Board of Officers voted to place
these activities under the VP for Industry since nearly all of the advertisements come from industry. Doug has been assisting me for some time now with industry activities and I am confident
that he will step into Nicky’s
shoes and meet the needs of
the association. Doug, welcome aboard.
One more specific reminder: there is a special requirement for exhibitors in the
Grand Ballroom to vacate this
ballroom immediately following the Saturday evening reception. The Farewell Brunch
will be held in this room and
the hotel staff has to reset
the room. Your storage crates
and related materials will be
stored in the adjoining Orange
County Ballroom to facilitate
the tear-down (for planning
purposes the ceiling height
in the Grand Ballroom is 16
feet).
Come help us celebrate
our 40th convention and the
60th anniversary of the Berlin
Airlift - see you in Anaheim soon.
Bob Dawson
VP Industry Affairs
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A/TA INDUSTRY PARTNERS
(as of 05 August 2008)
AAI Services Corporation
AAR Corporation
Adacel
ARINC
ASMBA
ARSAG
Atlas Air Worldwide Holdings
Aurora Flight Sciences Corporation
Avalex Technologies
BAE Systems of North America
Bell Helicopter Textron Inc.
Boeing Company, The
Booz Allen Hamilton
Bose Corporation
C-27J Spartan JCA Team
CAE
Capewell Components Company
Cessna Aircraft Company
Computer Sciences Corporation
Consolidated Air Support Systems (CASS), Inc.
Cyberlux Corporation
David Clark Company
Derco Aerospace, Inc.
DRS Technologies Sustainment Systems
DRS C3 Systems, Inc.
Dynamics Research Corporation
DynCorp International
EADS North America
Elbit Systems of America
Engineered Arresting Systems Corporation
Esterline Defense Group
Federal Express Corporation (FedEx)
Federated Software Group
Flightcom Corporation
FlightSafety International
GE Aviation
Global Aero Logistics, Inc.
Global Ground Support
Goodrich Corporation
Gulfstream Aerospace Corporation
Hamilton Sundstrand
Honeywell International
IBM
ITT Electronic Systems
JBT AeroTech (formerly FMC Technologies)
Jeppesen
JLG Industries, Inc.
L-3 Communications, Integrated Systems
Little Giant Solutions / Wing Enterprises Inc.
Lockheed Martin Corporation
McLane Advanced Technologies, LLC
Moog Inc.
MTC Technologies
National Air Cargo
NAT Seattle Inc.
Northrop Grumman Corporation
Omega Aerial Refueling Systems, Inc.
Oregon Aero, Inc.
Parker Aerospace Corporation
PESystems Inc
Phantom Products, Inc.
Pratt & Whitney / Military Engines
Raytheon Company
Rockwell Collins, Inc.
Rolls-Royce Defense North America
SAIC
Sanmina-SCI
Sargent Fletcher, Inc
Satcom Direct Communications, Inc.
Snow Aviation International, Inc.
Spokane Industries, Inc.
Standard Aero
Symetrics Industries, LLC
Telephonics Corporation
Thales
Tybrin
USAA
Volga-Dnepr Unique Air Cargo
Vought Aircraft Industries, Inc.

INDUSTRY PARTNER SPOTLIGHT
On 5 May 2008, the Board of Directors
of FMC Technologies, Inc. announced that
it had approved the spin-off of FMC’s Airport Systems and FoodTech Divisions into
a wholly owned subsidiary. The newly
formed company, John Bean Technologies
Corporation (JBT Corporation) comprises
the former Airport Systems and FoodTech
business segments of FMC Technologies.
These business segments were renamed JBT
AeroTech and JBT FoodTech. FMC Technologies’ will consist solely of the Energy
Systems business.
Peter Kinnear, President and Chief Executive Officer of FMC Technologies, said,
“…This separation will allow FMC to concentrate on its rapidly growing energy businesses, while the FoodTech and Airport
groups will have the appropriate resources
and management focus to more effectively
serve their distinct customer base.”
Charlie Cannon, Senior Vice President of
FMC’s FoodTech and Airport businesses, has
been named Chairman and Chief Executive
Officer of JBT Corporation. Ronald Mambu,
currently Vice President and Controller
of FMC Technologies, has been appointed
Chief Financial Officer of JBT Corporation.
“Our businesses have proprietary technologies, leading market shares and, most
importantly, a dedicated team of skilled
and talented individuals,” said Mr. Cannon. “As an independent company, we
will now have the ability to leverage these
strengths with a focused marketplace strategy. We will have a unique opportunity to
build upon our proud history and embark
on a path leading to continued growth.”
Although JBT Corporation will be a new
public company, the roots of JBT AeroTech
and JBT FoodTech businesses date back to
the 1880’s when the company founder,
John Bean, developed a continuous highpressure spray pump to more efficiently apply insecticide to orchard trees. Following
two major acquisitions of food processing
machinery suppliers in 1929, the company
became the world’s largest manufacturer of
equipment for processing fresh and canned
produce and changed its name to Food Machinery Corporation (FMC).
The legacy of the Bean Spray Pump technology continued when the Bean Spray
Pump was incorporated into the first aircraft deicer in the 1960s. Later that decade,
the first aircraft cargo loader was developed
and marketed by the John Bean Division
of the FMC Corporation. The Bean Spray
Pump Company was the foundation on
which FMC Corporation, FMC Technologies and now JBT Corporation were built.
Throughout the company’s 10O-year

plus history, innovation
and technological
leadership have been
key tenets of its corporate culture.
As it enters the next phase of the
company’s life, JBT Corporation promises
to maintain an unwavering commitment to
these core principles. JBT Corporation has a
global presence with 3,100 employees working in manufacturing, sales and service organizations on six continents with an installed base of 30,000 AeroTech and 40,000
FoodTech products operating worldwide.
JBT AeroTech –
Military Programs
JBT AeroTech markets its
solutions and services
to domestic and international airport
authorities, passenger
airlines, air freight and
ground handling companies, aircraft manufacturers and to American
and allied military entities.
The JBT AeroTech Military Programs division
provides the military
with aircraft loading
ramps, power conversion units, a i r c r a f t
tow tractors, aircraft air-conditioning units,
and, perhaps most notably, the Halvorsen
25K Loader, named for the famed “Candy
Bomber” Colonel Gail S. Halvorsen (USAF
ret) who dropped more than 250,000
candy-laden parachutes to the children of
Berlin during the blockade following World
War II.
The Halvorsen 25K Loader
The Halvorsen Loader is a 25,000-pound
capacity, next-generation small cargo loader. Selected by the U.S. Air Force to replace
all of its existing 25K capacity cargo loaders,
the Halvorsen is designed for deployment
in less than 30 minutes and is air transportable on C-130, C-17 and C-5 aircraft. The
Air Force uses the Halvorsen in air cargo
operations at main air bases and remotely
within mobile airlift support units.
The Halvorsen is the first of a new generation of Air Force loaders developed to replace 1960s and ’70s technology for loading
and unloading modern aircraft. The loader
can reach heights ranging from 39 inches to
220 inches, the highest reach of any loader
available. It is the first small loader capable
of reaching the cargo doors of both military
and commercial aircraft.

Military Programs
In developing the Halvorsen, engineers
focused on operational capability, maintainability and reliability. Operators praise the
Halvorsen for its maneuverability, ease of on/
off-loading and quick deployment preparation. The loader is also specially engineered
for ease of maintenance, and has an established outstanding record for reliability.
The first Halvorsen 25K
Loader was delivered to the U.S.
Air Force in December
2000, and the first
fleet of Halvorsen
Loaders were officially placed in service in
June 2001.
On the Horizon –
The Halvorsen 44K
JBT AeroTech is currently in the process of building the next generation
of Air Force loaders, the Halvorsen 44K
Loader. Selected by the Canadian Forces to
replace all its existing 40,000-pound capacity cargo loaders, the versatile JBT AeroTech
Halvorsen 44K Loader is designed to service
a wide variety of military and commercial
aircraft. To facilitate rapid worldwide deployment, the Halvorsen 44K Loader is air
transportable on C-130, C-17, C-5 and other
military cargo transport aircraft.
Backing this world-class design are:
• 30 years of JBT AeroTech global leadership in creating cargo loaders for the
world’s largest airlines and air freight
companies.
• Ninty-five percent (95%) parts commonality with the USAF Halvorsen 25K
Loader
• In-place, high-volume, state-of-the-art
manufacturing facilities to assure consistent quality from the factory to the field.
• Superior logistical support that services
10,000 pieces of equipment at over 800
locations in over 100 countries.
Tested and proven to meet or exceed
all Canadian Forces requirements, the
JBT AeroTech Halvorsen 44K Loader is
engineered to withstand the toughest operational demands of military use around
the world.
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Register Early
and Save!
Submit Your Registration
by 2 October and

Save $100.00!

(Compared to On-Site Registration)

Registration Form on Page 24.
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Convention Information Contacts:
Hotel Room Reservations & Info: Miles Wiley: (703) 309-7738 | Rooms@atalink.org
Please use this info only if you DO NOT have an assigned POC. Contact your assigned POC first!
Info needed to secure a room: Your Name; Number of Rooms Requested;
Arrival Date/Time; Departure Date/Time; Phone Number; and E-Mail Address.
Convention Information & Registration: Bud & Pam Traynor: (703) 385-2802 | ata@atalink.org
Seminars: Jeffrey Bigelow: DSN: 826- 6361 | Comm: (757) 878- 6361 | Seminars@atalink.org
Convention Aerospace Show Exhibits: Bob Dawson: (714) 401-8066 | Exhibits@atalink.org
A/TQ Articles / Stories / Ad Specs: Collin Bakse: (618) 235-5070 | ATQ@atalink.org
A/TQ Advertising: Doug Lynch: (321) 415-2191 | Advertising@atalink.org
Golf Tournament Information: | Golf@atalink.org
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2008 Convention & Symposium Rules of Engagement
by Bud and Pam Traynor
We know that the instructions for the registration form have become quite lengthy, but this is to allow the maximum
flexibility for the registrant. Without the complexity, cancellation and refund opportunities would be impossible. There
are limits to the flexibility however. When Bud and Pam move to the convention site (approx 30 Oct), so moves the A/TA
“headquarters office.” The A/TA office phone, (703) 385-2802, will be forwarded to Bud’s cell phone. Every year, we have
soulful requests for exceptions to our rules on refunds, including membership refunds. We don’t grant them.

2008 Overview
(also available on-line at www.atalink.org)
• While you may mail a paper copy of the Registration Form with
a check, we prefer you log in at http://www.atalink.org with your
name and last-4, and register online.
• Government folks – Recommend you RE-ACTIVATE YOUR
GTC CARD by calling the 800 number on the back! (Otherwise,
you may be doing everything twice!) After only a few days of nonuse, hundreds of Government cards get turned off for no apparent
reason
• If your membership is not current through November, you
should pay dues at the same time using a separate card if desired. Recommend you not use your government card to pay for
personal fees, i.e., dues, golf or guest registration.
• Then read all the instructions below, especially the cancellation instructions.
• Log in anytime to view your membership and registration status.
Quick Answers:
• Member Rates:
$290 by 2 Oct, 2400 EST (date extend to enable use of 2009 money)
$325 by 30 Oct, 1700 EST
$390 Onsite
• Non-Member Rates:
$225 Exhibit Floor Only – only for exhibitors
$504 For those wishing to not become a member
• Full registration includes all events (except golf ($140) and your
hotel, of course).
• The Member Rate is a member benefit. To register at the member
rate, your membership must be current through at least November.
The membership fee is non-refundable – even if you subsequently don’t
attend FOR ANY REASON. If you prefer not to become a member,
the registration rate is $504 with no early incentives.
• Membership fees with registration: $40 1Year; $110 3Year; $500
Life.
• VISA or MC only with SSN and email address, card number,
exp date, and “signature.” We do not take AMEX, Discover, etc. at
this time. We currently cannot handle purchase orders, electronic
checks or bank transfers.
• While our convention fees are extremely low, please bear in
mind that partial registration is an attempt to accommodate those
individuals who cannot attend the entire convention, e.g., the visiting associate who is in for the day, or an award-winner guest. Partials are not meant to reflect the cost for an individual event. Rather
it is a reduced convention fee for that period of the convention that
may include food. More than two partials can exceed the cost of
full registration. You are usually much better off to pay full registration - particularly for accompanying spouses! Full registration is
cheap: Please keep our fees in perspective.
• Use one form for you the registrant and your non-member, social guest. Guests register at member registration rate (without a
separate membership fee). If you have more than one guest, please
contact us for instructions. Banquet-only pre-registrations are permitted. You can use a second card for your personal portion.

• Spouses who are A/TA members should complete separate forms.
• Members may receive the $290 early rate only if a completed
form and full payment are postmarked or received by 2 Oct. CAUTION: You may have great difficulty getting through on 2 Oct because of others who also put it off. After 2 Oct, the higher $325 preconvention rate will prevail – no exceptions. Incomplete forms OR
payment will NOT qualify for early rate. Payment must accompany
form, regardless of method of payment. If you have changes, please
do not send duplicate or “updated” forms. Call or email us.
• No faxes/web/mail can be received after 1700 EST 30 Oct (office
closed). We prefer no cover sheet for faxes. You may register at the
A/TA registration desk upon arrival at the $390 on-site rate; however, banquet seating is not guaranteed.
• Send one form only. E.g., do NOT fax THEN mail. Do not try to
send payment one way and the form another.
• And to be clear, sorry, no, you can’t pay now and send names
later.
EXPANDED REGISTRATION INSTRUCTIONS
Every year, we have a few soulful requests for exceptions to our
rules on refunds, including membership refunds. We don’t grant
them. Ever.
We know that the instructions for the registration form have become quite lengthy. But this is to allow the maximum flexibility for
the registrant. Without the complexity, cancellation and refund opportunities would be impossible. There are limits to the flexibility
however. When Bud and Pam move to the convention site (approx
30 Oct), so moves the A/TA “headquarters office.” That means a fax
to the Virginia office after they have departed for the convention
won’t be received until their return from the convention. Don’t
do it. The A/TA office phone, (703) 385-2802 will be forwarded to
Bud’s cell phone.
Cancellation:
Cancellation Fees. $20 through 2 Oct; $30 through 30 Oct, $35
thereafter. (This includes changing charges from one card to another.) Refunds may be made based on your cancellation confirmation number, obtained after personal cancellation with Bud or Pam
Traynor, prior to events, at (703) 385-2802 before 30 Oct, 1700 EST,
or from them at the A/TA Registraion Desk – NOT the Hotel Registration Desk; (please no relayed requests or requests through other
workers). It is better to not leave a message as you won’t get a concellation number. Card refunds will be made back to your card; check
payment will be refunded individually by check to each individual.
Refund requests without a cancellation number will not be honored; so
when you talk to Bud or Pam, be SURE to get one! We intend to process all refunds before year end. While refunds should be automatic,
subsequent requests without a cancellation number will not be honored. You do not need to give a reason for your cancellation: no duty
or family emergency releases you from your responsibility to cancel
or from the cancellation fee. And did we mention? Membership dues
are not refundable.
Relaying your cancellation through an intermediary is too risky.
If they forget to contact Bud or Pam, or they try to pass through
yet another person – say a registration worker, or a board member
who doesn’t follow through – the registrant is still responsible for
full payment. The fees charged don’t cover minimum expenses for
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A/TA and there just isn’t extra money to cover someone’s error or
lack of responsibility – no matter how important the TDY or family
emergency. A/TA has less capability to be generous than the hotel
and you know THEY charge for a no-show, regardless of the excuse.
Make the effort personally; it’s the only way to be sure you won’t be
stuck with the bill.
Membership:
Membership must be current through November to register at the
member rate. The membership fee is non-refundable. No exceptions.
When you log in, you will be shown what your membership dues
status is. PLEASE, if you wish to register at the member rate and need
to pay dues, please, please do it with the registration form – even if
you are paying for registration with a government/company card as
you can use two different cards together on the form. No need to first
become a member separately.
Registration:
Do not send a cover page and do NOT send a “corrected copy.” If
you have a correction, just call or email us. Payment must always
accompany the form, regardless of method of payment or form. Registration forms with checks MUST be mailed together. Marrying them
up later is too time consuming and error generating. If you send a
form via fax or mail or email, please do not send it a second way, or
send twice. When you register online you will be emailed a receipt
to the address you gave. This receipt cannot be re-created so print
and save it for your voucher. If you do not immediately receive an
email receipt, presume you gave us a bad email address. Login again
and check the address. Everyone with a valid email address will be
sent an email confirmation when the registration is processed. A
backup online receipt can then be obtained after logging in.
Early registration ($290) is only an incentive to register early for
administrative processing reasons – not just for early payment of
the money. This means, for example, if you do not have the name
of a registrant, you cannot just pay by the deadline and get an early
rate. Similarly, if you want to register someone after the early registration deadline, you must pay the higher rate for the new person
as appropriate. The canceled person will be reimbursed at the rate
paid (less cancellation fee and dues, if applicable). If you choose to
fax your registration form, recommend you not wait until the last
day. If the fax machine is too busy for you to get through, we will
not receive your form “early,” and the higher pre-registration rate
($325) will apply.
To register at the member rate, membership must be current
through November. The membership fee is non-refundable. Members
may receive the early rate only if a completed form and full payment
are postmarked or received by 2 Oct. Incomplete forms or incomplete
payment do not qualify for early rate. Use one form for a registrant
and non-member, social guest; your guest registers at the member rate.
Spouses, who are A/TA members, should complete a separate form.
We can take VISA or MC only with SSN last-4 and email address, card
number, exp date, and signature. (NO AMEX or Discover). Full registration includes all events except golf.
Postmark all mailed registrations NLT 23 Oct to ensure it arrives
before the office moves to the hotel. After that, plan on web or fax
NLT 1700 30 Oct, or registering at the hotel on-site ($390). (Onsite
registration does not guarantee requested banquet seating will be
available.)
No Substitutions:
There can be no substitutions. Individuals may be canceled and
individuals may register. Specifically, no one may capture someone
else’s early rate after the early deadline. We cannot “bank” funds.
This restriction applies to checks as well. Remember a new registration must have all information supplied on a new form. Dues
are neither transferable nor refundable to a person cancelling. (See
cancellation instructions).
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GPC Cards (formally know as IMPAC):
We have been advised by AMC/CC that “this year’s convention registration fee connot be charged to the Government Purchase Card
(GPC, formerly IMPAC).” This reportedly reflects SAF/AQC guidance to AMC. (A/TA can take any Visa or MasterCard). The AMC
GPC prohibition does not apply to Government Travel Card (GTC),
which reportedly is OK to use.
Faxes:
Please do not use a cover sheet. Save your time and our paper; all arrive in a closed office. Cover sheets are immediately discarded. But
if you do fax the form, do so only with credit card full payment for
membership and registration. Please do not send a fax with the intention of mailing a check. Faxes arriving without payment will be
discarded No faxes/web after 1700 EST 30 Oct. You may register at
the A/TA registration desk upon arrival at the on-site rate ($390).
Exhibitors:
There is usually some confusion. The Exhibit-floor-only rate is
meant to cover the food events in the exhibit hall for the exhibit
workers who are not generally participating in the social events.
It does not allow attendance of seminars, hospitality suites, banquet or brunch. This allows some exhibitors to operate on a slightly
tighter budget. In practice, most exhibitors just pay normal registration so they can attend all events. See the Exhibitor page of the
Association website for exhibiting information.
Banquet Seating:
Along with your Association’s popularity comes complexity. In recent years, we have more than tripled the number of folks attending the Saturday night banquet. What that means is that we continue to push the capacity of our banquet seating and our ability
to assign specific seats. To manage the process, we have instituted
some procedures to maximize the service to all who wish to attend this superb event. Key to this will be that you first register for
the convention; then make your seating preferences known to your
unit/company POC, or to the banquet reservation team:
Pre-Convention:
We will start taking seating block/individual banquet reservation requests 30 July. The Banquet Seating Request Form
should be used by all. Units/chapters should submit through
your unit/chapter representative/POC. Individuals/groups not
associated with a unit or chapter should submit banquet reservations to George Meyers and the banquet reservation team
at banquet@atalink.org. The POCs will be expected to manage
actual seating distribution within his/her unit block of tables
prior to the convention, and to keep the banquet reservation
team updated as changes occur.
Onsite:
We will require 100% reconfirmation to keep/get a reserved
seat. Those who have paid but do not confirm banquet reservations may be relegated to open seating. We do this to ensure
that no one gets dropped from the POC’s lists and to allow
folks to advise us when they do not plan to attend. And while
we will take seating requests from anybody – chapters, units,
groups, or individuals – the preferred solution is block inputs:
so please check with your respective chapter/unit/company
POCs to ensure your name is submitted only once. For the
chapters/units/groups/corporate groups, that means all seats
you submit in the reservation for your group must have a paid
A/TA registration. Without it, that individual will be “bumped”
from the chapter/unit/group seating request..
On-Site Banquet Seating Sign-up:
We will try to accommodate everyone; however, reserved banquet seating cannot be guaranteed onsite. The Banquet Seating
Sign-Up which will be located next to the A/TA Registration

desk, will be open Thursday the 6th November, from 0900
– 1800. The CUTOFF for onsite banquet seating will be 1800,
Thursday the 6th. Those arriving Saturday without prior seating coordination will be not be given a seating reservation and
will have to use open seating. Prior to the Banquet, in-progress reservation charts will be posted daily around noon in the
Banquet Seating Sign-Up Area. A final Banquet seating chart
should be posted 1800, Saturday, 8 Nov. If you have paid for the
Banquet and have not shown up on the banquet reservation
seating chart, you will be seated at open tables.
Remember the priority: First register, then reserve your banquet
seat, and then additionally confirm your reservation onsite at
the convention banquet booth. The cutoff for reserved banquet

seating, prior to onsite reservations, will be 1700 Sunday, 21
October.
Award Winners: will be seated as a group with one spouse/
guest. Special guests and family may be seated at tables nearby
providing Award Winners put the request in the remarks portion of their registration form and inform the Banquet Seating
Coordinators using the request form mentioned above
Exhibitors please review Exhibitor Package online.
WARNING: Should banquet sign-up exceed facility capacity, Banquet Registration may be stopped and the 1800 Friday banquet
seating-cutoff date may be moved earlier. Check the A/TA web
site or the A/TA Sign-up Booth for the most current information.

2008 Hotel Room Reservations Rules of Engagement
by Miles Wiley
From just about every aspect, the Association’s management of
the hotel rooms worked well last year in Nashville. Therefore, the
Association plans to continue to manage the room process and
will rely on your support to ensure that it is successful again. Like
2007, there will be no time that any hotel will open the block for
independent reservations.
Unlike the previous two years, the Association has two main hotels in Anaheim – the Anaheim Marriott and the Anaheim Hilton.
Both hotels will pay a major role in this year’s convention. If you
are not familiar with Anaheim, these two hotels are directly across
the street from each other. Despite contracting for the majority
of the rooms in these two hotels, there are NOT enough rooms in
the two hotels for everyone. This year, nearly half of the 2008 attendees will be in one of the two hotels. We have already signed
contracts with six additional hotels – four of which are as close as
it was from one side of the Nashville Gaylord Hotel to the other
side. Between all eight the hotels, we have more than 3,000 rooms
under contract.
Like last year, we will have a couple significant dates that either
numbers or names must be submitted to either me or the appropriate hotel. Needless to say, these dates are extremely important and
we need to meet the deadlines.   
Base and exhibitor room POCs must update contract information to ATARooms@cox.net by July 1. This will ensure that we are
in contact with the correct POC. As in the past, we will work all
room requirements with the POCs (this only applies to bases and
exhibitors). For attendees who company’s have exhibits but the
attendee is not part of the exhibit support team, your room request
must go through the exhibitor room POC.   
Base and exhibitor room POCs must confirm hotel room requirements No Later Than August 1. We recognize that this is
extremely early to know exactly how many rooms a base or exhibitor will need. Through no fault of any one base or exhibitor, the
Association was obligated to pay the cancellation fee for a number
of hotel rooms in Orlando due to the reduction in room requirements after contractual deadlines to do this. Last year, by meeting
the early deadline, the Association was able to avoid the cancellation fees. We would like to do that again this year in Anaheim.
Like last year, once confirmed, the POC will be responsible for filling those rooms. If unable to do so, the base or exhibitor will have
to pay the cancellation fee for the room, which is one night room

rate per room.   This will require POCs to manage the room block
very closely.
To provide each POC with some flexibility, the Association will
require that each military POC to have a minimum of 10 percent
of the rooms as doubles, no exceptions. On a case by base basis,
the Association will consider reducing or increasing the double up
requirement. Like previous years, for the double rooms, the room
rate will be less than the per diem rate times two. The Federal
government per diem rate for Anaheim is currently $119 per night,
plus tax and fees. This rate is subject to change when per diem
rates are adjusted on October 1.   
The final list of names and credit card information is due to
the hotels no later than September 1. Hotel room reservations
for the convention will be made by Rooming List. The Rooming
List must be provided to the hotels prior to September 1, 2008.
All room reservations must be accompanied by a first-night room
guarantee. The hotel will not hold any reservations unless secured
by a credit card. The military room POCs can make a one-for-one
swap to avoid cancellation charges. Everyone will need to understand the cancellation rules as they are updated in the future.
The Association also has set aside a number of rooms in all the
various hotels for those attendees not associated with a base or
exhibitor. The rooms are at the government/military rate (for the
active, Guard and Reserve) and the conference rate (for exhibitors,
retirees and others). These individuals should e-mail ATARooms@
cox.net to request a room.
For the retirees who believe they are entitled to a government
rate, the Association uses two principals when negotiating with
the hotels for rooms: First, hotels want to limit the mixture of the
government rate rooms to conference rate rooms to approximately
a 50/50 ratio; or to charge much higher rates for convention-rate
rooms. This means that the Association must fill both room rates
to honor the contracts. Second, the Association can only contract
for what we estimate to be the number of active-duty rooms needed. Over-estimating incurs penalties.
Like in 2007, every individual is responsible for any changes to
his or her hotel reservation and NOT the Association.  Remember,
room reservation cancellation, banquet reservation cancellation,
and convention registration cancellation are THREE SEPARATE
and INDEPENDENT ACTIONS (To Cancel – You must make ALL
THREE cancellations).

Go to the Convention Page at www.atalink.org
for more convention info and to register on-line.
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NEWS & VIEWS
Stenner Takes Reins of AF Reserve Command
by Senior Master Sgt. Matt Proietti
Secretary of the Air Force Public Affairs
Lt. Gen. Charles E. Stenner assumed command of the Air Force Reserve and its 68,000
members on 24 June in a ceremony at the
Air Force Memorial in Washington D.C.
He succeeds Lt. Gen. John A. Bradley,
who held the post since 2004.

Lt. Gen. Charles E. Stenner, Jr, chief of
the Air Force Reserve and command,
Air Force Reserve Command, addresses
the audience after change of command
ceremony June 24, 2008 at the Air Force
Memorial. General Stenner assumed
command from Lt. Gen. John A. Bradley.
(U.S. Air Force photo/Senior Master Sgt.
Raymond Sarracino)
“I’m excited to lead the finest group of
warriors I have ever known,” said General
Stenner. “These are Airmen who have to
maintain a balance with their family, their
military commitments, their civilian career and their community.”
The ceremony was held at the base of
three stainless steel spires that dominate
the memorial, which overlooks the Pentagon and offers a view of other Washington
landmarks.
Air Force Vice Chief of Staff Gen. Duncan McNabb officiated and said the command is getting a “remarkable leader” in
General Stenner.
“Command is not a new role for (him),”
said General McNabb. “It is what he was
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made for, and what he loves doing. He knows
where we are going as an Air Force and he
understands where the Air Force Reserve fits
as an integral part of the Total Force.”
General Stenner assumes a dual role
which requires him to divide his time
between serving as chief of the Air Force
Reserve in Washington while also being
head of the Air Force Reserve Command at
Robins AFB, Ga.
He has been assistant deputy chief of
staff for strategic plans and programs at
the Pentagon for two years. Before that he
served as director of operations at command headquarters and director of plans
and programs there before transferring to
Washington. He has commanded four operations groups and two fighter wings.
General Stenner is a command pilot
with more than 3,500 flying hours in the
F-4 Phantom, A-10 Thunderbolt and F-16
Fighting Falcon.
Speaking Monday at the Pentagon, General Stenner said his immediate goal is
to keep the Air Force Reserve on a steady
course as it works with its active-duty and
Air National Guard partners.
“The Air Force has some very, very good
objectives for the way ahead (in) winning
the war on terror, taking care of our people
and recapitalizing this Air Force to include the Air Force Reserve,” he said. “Our
reserve warriors are going to continue in
their assigned duties. They’ve been doing
it exceptionally well and I expect that to
continue.”
General McNabb said General Stenner
takes command of the Reserve at a time
when the Air Force “is engaged in a battle
of good over evil, hope over despair, light
over darkness and freedom over tyranny.”
“(We) are our nation’s sword and shield...
and we will go to the most dangerous place
on the planet...tonight...to defend freedom and protect America,” he said. “The
line between regular and reserve forces is
indistinguishable, and we are the benchmark service for the joint team on how to
integrate the right way.”
General Stenner acknowledged sacrifices
made by his family and those of all reservists, ending his comments with a simple
statement to those in uniform.
“Now let’s go to work,” he said.
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Giant Squids Land at
Dover AFB
by Master Sgt. Veronica A. Aceveda
512th Airlift Wing Public Affairs
A Reserve aircrew from the 326th Airlift Squadron landed July 11 at Dover Air
Force Base, Del., with two giant squids in
their cargo compartment.
The two sea creatures were transported
in a C-17 Globemaster III from Europe
and will be delivered to the Smithsonian
National Museum of Natural History in
Washington, D.C. The female preserved
specimen will become the largest on display in the United States. She measures 24
and a half feet long, and the male measures 9 feet long.
“My daughter is going to think I am the
coolest dad ever,” said Master Sgt. Phillip
Vicker, a 326th AS loadmaster whose mission was to load and balance all of the cargo, including the squids, onto the aircraft.
Even though none of the aircrew or
Space-A passengers could physically see
the squids, Sergeant Vicker said everyone
could still see the long box, labeled with
‘giant squids’ stickers.
“They were really pumped up about it;
they kept asking ‘are those really squids in
there,’” he said. “Even we didn’t believe it,
when we first saw it on the cargo manifest. We thought it had to be some type of
Navy vessel.”
The shipping container for the pair of
squids was not as long as the actual bodies
inside.
The project manager in exhibits at the
Smithsonian, Elizabeth Musteen, said
this was because the specimens’ arms and
tentacles were folded over the top of their
mantles.
However, when on display, the female
will be fully expanded horizontally, and
the male will be encased in a vertical
state, she added.
“These specimens, brought up in deep
sea fishing nets off the coast of northern
Spain, are expected to be a main attraction,” Mrs. Musteen said.
The colossal squids will make their public debut 27 Sepember, when the Smithsonian opens its new Sant Ocean Hall, an
exhibition area designed to support ocean
education.
“I can’t wait to take the family to the
display,” said Maj. Mark Chagaris, one
of the C-17 pilots who brought the deep
ocean dweller to the United States. “I can
say, ‘your daddy helped bring that over
here.’”
From Dover AFB, the 436th Aerial Port
Squadron prepared the squids for transport to the Smithsonian by truck.

GAO Sustains Boeing KC-45A Tanker Bid Protest - Bidding Reopened
Agency Recommends Air Force
Reopen the Bid Process

The Government Accountability Office
(GAO) announced on 18 June, from Washington D.C., that it had sustained the Boeing Company’s protest of the Department
of the Air Force’s award of a contract to
Northrop Grumman Systems Corporation
for KC-X aerial refueling tankers. Boeing
challenged the Air Force’s technical and
cost evaluations, conduct of discussions,
and source selection decision.
“Our review of the record led us to conclude that the Air Force had made a number of significant errors that could have
affected the outcome of what was a close
competition between Boeing and Northrop
Grumman. We therefore sustained Boeing’s
protest,” said Michael R. Golden, the GAO’s
managing associate general counsel for
procurement law. “We also denied a number of Boeing’s challenges to the award to
Northrop Grumman, because we found
that the record did not provide us with a
basis to conclude that the agency had violated the legal requirements with respect to
those challenges.”
The GAO recommended that the Air
Force reopen discussions with the offerors,
obtain revised proposals, re-evaluate the revised proposals, and make a new source selection decision, consistent with the GAO’s
decision. The agency also made a number
of other recommendations including that,
if the Air Force believed that the solicitation, as reasonably interpreted, does not adequately state its needs, the Air Force should
amend the solicitation prior to conducting
further discussions with the offerors; that if
Boeing’s proposal is ultimately selected for
award, the Air Force should terminate the
contract awarded to Northrop Grumman;
and that the Air Force reimburse Boeing
the costs of filing and pursuing the protest, including reasonable attorneys’ fees.
By statute, the Air Force is given 60 days to
inform the GAO of the Air Force’s actions in
response to GAO’s recommendations.
The GAO decision should not be read to
reflect a view as to the merits of the firms’
respective aircraft. Judgments about which
offeror will most successfully meet governmental needs are largely reserved for the
procuring agencies, subject only to such
statutory and regulatory requirements as
full and open competition and fairness to
potential offerors. The GAO bid protest process examines whether procuring agencies
have complied with those requirements.
AF Officials Comment on GAO Decision
Shortly after the GAO officials
announced their findings and sustained portions of the Boeing protest of

the KC-45A aerial refueling tanker competition, originally awarded to Northrop
Grumman, for the development and
procurement of up to 179 tanker aircraft
for approximately 35 billion dollars Air
Force officials began reviewing the decision and stated that once the review is
complete, they will be in a position to
determine the best course of action.
“The Air Force will do everything we
can to rapidly move forward so America receives this urgently needed capability,” said
Sue C. Payton, Assistant Secretary of the Air
Force for Acquisition. “The Air Force will
select the best value tanker for our nation’s
defense, while being good stewards of the
taxpayer dollar,” said Ms. Payton.
“As soon as possible, we will provide the
Air Force’s way ahead,” she said. “We appreciate the GAO’s professionalism and
thoroughness in its assessment of the protest of the KC-45A source selection.”
AMC Commander Weighs In on Decision
On 19 June, the day after the GAO announced its ruling, the Air Force general
responsible for the nation’s air refueling
fleet said he’s disappointed efforts to bring
a new tanker into operation may be further
delayed.
“While I respect the process for appealing the Air Force’s decision and understand
the important role of the GAO, I am very
disappointed to hear the tanker acquisition
process may be further delayed,” said Gen.
Arthur J. Lichte, commander of Air Mobility Command. “It’s vitally important that
we get this critical asset in the hands of our
warfighters. Without a new tanker, this capability -- and our nation’s ability to project
power and humanitarian assistance in the
future – is in significant jeopardy.”
The average age of the Air Force’s KC-135
fleet is now 47 years. Replacement of the aging aircraft is the Air Force’s #1 acquisition
priority.
“We need a quick resolution to the issues identified by the GAO,” General Lichte
added. “We must move forward as soon as
possible – recapitalizing the tanker fleet is
simply a matter of national security.”

Tanker Bid Redux

In early July, Defense Secretary Robert M.
Gates aannounced that Defense Department officials had reopened the bidding
process for the tanker contrac.t
“Industry, Congress and the American
people all must have confidence in the
integrity of this acquisition process,” Secretary Gates said at a Pentagon news conference. “I believe the revised process will
result in the best tanker for the Air Force at

the best price for the American taxpayer.”
Replacing the Air Force as the “source
selection authority” is John J. Young Jr.,
undersecretary of defense for acquisition,
technology and logistics. He is tasked with
appointing an advisory committee to oversee the selection of a bidder to supply the
modified commercial aircraft fleet that
will phase out the current KC-135 tankers,
which are 47 years old, on average.
DOD officials have ordered NorthropGrumman to stop work on its contract,
and a modified request for proposal could
be issued as early as this month. The tanker
request will remain in “open competition”
until a new contract is awarded, which Secretary Gates said he expects will happen
before year’s end.
“It is important to remember that this
decision does not represent a return to the
first step of a process that has already gone
on far too long,” the secretary said, referring to the tanker contract as one of the
department’s most “time-critical.”
After reviewing the GAO’s decision, Michael B. Donley, acting secretary of the Air
Force, said he concluded that the Air Force’s
acquisition system is not “fatally flawed.”
“However, the GAO did sustain the protest in eight areas, and this has been sufficient to cast doubt on the Air Force’s management of the overall process,” he said.
While re-bidding the contract will add
months to the process, Secretary Donley
said, it offers “the most direct route to
complete the competition, achieve a final
decision and field the tanker that represent
the best value for the warfighter and the
taxpayer.”
“The Air Force needs to rapidly apply the
lessons learned from this experience and
move forward,” Secretary Donley said of
the tanker contract, pressing the need to
rebuild confidence in the Defense Department acquisition process. “Other Air Force
acquisition decisions are on the horizon.
“GAO’s conclusions show that even in a
large, complex procurement with considerable staff resources and oversight, work accomplished by our contracting personnel,
our warfighters and our engineers is not always adequately prepared to withstand the
detailed audits and the legal challenges that
we can now expect,” he said.
Asked how Defense Department officials
will mitigate the chance of a future protest,
Secretary Gates said the department will
carry out the new process with transparency, open communication, clear expectations and fairness.
“My hope would be that when we reach
the end of this process we will have a solution, will be able to reward a contract and
get moving with the contract,” he said.
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2008 A/TA Convention & Symposium

REGISTRATION FORM

Online Credit Card Registration (Secure) Preferred – www.atalink.org
Please Read & Follow Instructions
Detailed instructions: Pages 18, 19 & 20; On-line at www.atalink.org
Registration & Cancellation Policy:
a.) NO REFUNDS without a cancellation confirmation number, obtained after
personal cancellation only with Bud or Pam Traynor, prior to events, at (703) 385-2802;
or personally at the A/TA registration booth (not the hotel desk).
Please no intermediaries. Email OK but risky. Requests without a cancellation number will not be honored. See cancellation fees below (bottom right).
b.) Call or Email changes; DO NOT RESUBMIT FORM or send multiple copies. When in doubt, contact Bud or Pam Traynor: (703) 385-2802 or ata@atalink.org
c.) To have name only (no other contact info) appear in the post-convention roster, contact Bud or Pam Traynor.
MI:

LAST NAME:

NICKNAME:

NATIONALITY (If not US):
SSN-Last 4:

(Never listed nor given out - For data control only)

HOME ADDRESS:
CITY:

ST

Badge:

HOME PHONE:

RANK ABBREVIATION:

Also Show:

ST

ZIP

Also Show:

Spouse:
FIRST NAME:

A/TA Chapter

Check Box for:
SELF
SPOUSE

A/TA Membership (Required for Member Rate for member and guest)
Member Early Registration (Must postmark/fax by 02 Oct)
Member Pre-Registration (Early above is $35 cheaper) (Onsite will be $390)
Non-Member Registration (Probably NOT You – Join and Register Above)

Exhibiting Company:

Organization:

MULTIPLE GUESTS: Call/Email Bud Traynor for information concerning
registration and fees for multiple guests.

LAST NAME:

FULL REGISTRATION: (Includes everything except Hotel and Golf)

TOTAL

Per Person Fee

$40
$290
$325
$504

$
$
$
$

Exhibit Floor Access Required

GOLF (Includes Lunch):

Requested	2.	3.
Foursome:	4.

Handicap(s)
$140

$

$252	
$106	
$106	
$106	
$106	
$100
$50

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

All below included in full registration above –
Full registrants please don’t use.

EXHIBIT FLOOR ONLY (Does NOT include Golf, Seminars, Social Events, Banquet or Brunch)
Thursday Evening Reception (Food, Refreshments & Exhibits)
Friday Program (Seminars, Exhibits, Breakfast, Lunch)
Friday Evening Reception (Food, Refreshments & Exhibits)
Saturday Program (Seminars, Exhibits, Breakfast, Lunch)
Saturday Evening Cocktails and Banquet
Sunday Farewell Brunch

TOTAL AMOUNT DUE NOW:

A/TA REG. A/TQ 2008 | Rev. CVV

Organization

NAME

WORK E-MAIL:

Register on-line at www.atalink.org;
or copy this form and mail, along with
check or credit card info to:

(Print or type names exactly as you want
them to appear on badge)

GUEST:

CITY:

✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈

Civil Ser.

Life Member

NAME

BASE/LOCATION:

WORK MAILING ADDRESS:

PARTIAL REGISTRATION:

Guard

Civilian

REGISTRANT:

DUTY PHONE:

ORG NAME/SYMBOL:

✈
✈
✈
✈

Retired Mil.
Service:

ZIP

HOME E-MAIL:

JOB/DUTY TITLE:

CHECK ALL THAT APPLY:
Active Duty
Reserve

$

Make Checks Payable to: The Airlift/Tanker Association

VISA or MASTERCARD ONLY (no AMEX, Discover, etc.)

By transmitting this form, I certify I have read and understand the cancellation instructions and that if my National
membership is not current through Nov., an additional $40 will be assessed on this card to update my membership.
Col Dennis (Bud) Traynor, USAF (Ret) Cancellation fee is $20 if by 2 Oct; $30 if by 30 Oct; $35 thereafter.
9312 Convento Terrace
Fairfax, VA 22031
AF/Org. Card #:
Exp:
CVV:
Amt:$
Credit card users may fax registration to:
(703) 385-2803 (no cover page please)

VISA & MC ONLY

After 23 Oct mail or 30Oct fax/web cutoff,
registrations accepted only at the convention
registration desk.

CVV = Card Verification Value Code. Last 3 digits of number imprinted on back of card.

Personal Card #:
Signature (required):

Exp:

CVV:

Amt:$

REMOVE ALONG PERFORATION

FIRST NAME:

